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PEHBRAL INTRODOCTIOH AW HISTORIC/>L REn^^ 
From the vie^tsr point of human and animal nutrition the 
fishes are an Important and abundant animal protein food* 
Since ages man has relished and adored fish meat. If^lntlngs 
of fish and frequent references made to them In the records 
of the cnolent human civilisation are met %rlth. Since the 
dawi of civilisation a section of human population, specially 
the d^iellers of coastal areas have caught and traded flsli 
for a living. I^ny a times In human history various nations 
have taken to-fishing as a profession. 
Research on the biochemistry of fishes Is alnudst a 
century old. Aa Impetus to research of the biochemistry of 
fishes occured during VJbrld Har I. f^st studies were condtict'^ d 
on vitamin A and D content of the fish muscle. The ravages 
of Vforld VJar II destroyed the vast resources of protein food 
In many countries making the prices of the food beyond the 
buying capacity of an average family. Because of this 
condition dietitians and nutritionists started searching for 
a substitute food rich In food value and yet cheap In prices. 
Ultimately fish was discovered as a good source of food 
having rich food value yet Inexi^nslve. This stimulated the 
early systematic Investigations on the fish biochemistry. 
Fishes are utilised chiefly as a food, primarily for 
human consumption, but to a lesser extent In the nutrition 
of animals as well. A knowledge of chemical composition with 
respect to nutritive value ls3 Importpnt In order that the 
fish cpn compete with other sources of anltnnl protein foods 
such as meat and poultry products. Such Information Is 
important to the fishing Industry in advertising its products* 
Chemical composition is also a subject of importence to the 
house wives since different fish cookery methods are applica-
ble to species of widely different composition in processing 
fdr human consumption, similarly, in the storage of frozsn 
fish a great deal of difficulty that may be encountered will 
depend upon the nature and extent of the oils present in the 
flesh especially with respect to their susceptibility to 
oxidation. In canning and drying of the fish, the knowledge 
of carbohydrate is essential for its presence even in minute 
amount may result in broiming (Ifeillard reaction between 
sugars and proteins) • VJhen fish w&ste is processed into 
meal and oil, the selection of the most suitable processing 
technique will depend to a large extent upon the oil content 
of the raw materiel. Need for special precautions in tiic 
processing will depend upon the content of the various 
unstable constituents such as certain of the vitamins, and 
unless some knowledge of chemical composition is nvr^ilnble 
an Incomplete recovery of such substances may be obtained. 
The nitrogenous extractives of fish muscle which consist of 
amraonia and trlmethylafimonlTim bases, guanldine and imidazol 
derivatives, and miscellaneous substances such as urea, 
amino acids, purines and pyrimidines are of significance 
from the point of preservation and processing of fish. These 
substances probably influence the potential keeping quality 
and ap^epr to contribute to the flavour of the fish. The 
nature and concentrptlon of their decomposition products 
are of primary Importance In deciding the edibility of the 
fish. 
Fish contains many Important substances qulto aside 
from the main components such as protein, fat, phosphorus, 
moisture and ash* Some of these, to montlon just a few, 
have been utilised in the past include vitamins, free amino 
acids, cholosterol, lecithin, insulin etc. Undoubtedly, a 
better knowledge of the composition of fish might reveal a 
large number of important constituents that could be 
recovered from fish waste which are not now utilised, and 
whose presence may not even be suspected. Changes in the 
concentration of some of the chemical constituents reflect 
the early changes occurring in the muscle prior to the onset 
of organoleptically detectable spoilage and honce are of 
value as tests for the quality of fish. 
A greet mass of data on chemical composition of fish 
has accumulated over a number of years. Undoubtedly the most 
comprehensive analyses of the chemical composition of fish 
ever carried out are those of Atwater (1892) v*io along with 
his students at l.'esleyan University in Connecticut carried 
out thousands of analyses from 1330 to 1800 and reported the 
gross chemical composition of £3 species of American food 
fishes and shellfishes. He has given complete details of 
all the samples he had analysed, so that one can imbibe the 
practical significance of the results reported. In most of 
his studies the numbers of fish comprlsli^ a sample was vezy 
small (sometimes only a single fish) thot makes the results 
almost meaningless* Unfortunately, hovever, subseqfuent 
compilers of the data on nutritive value of food fishes have 
Indiscriminately quoted the data of Attrater (1892) as typical 
for various species and many erroneous values have crept Into 
the literature* 
Clark and Almy (1918) Investigated the seasonal 
variations In chemical composition of a large number of fishes 
of Atlantic coast. Another notdble contribution came from 
Dill (1921 a and 1921 b) who studied the seasonal variations 
In biochemical composition and nutritive value of a number 
of fishes from California* Other notevjorthy contributions 
regarding the chemical composition of the fishes of United 
States came from Stansby (1947), ICarrlck ^  ^i* (1966). 
Teerl fi^ §i. (1967), Thurston gjt jtl. (1969), sohn s^ £i. 
(1961) end Thurston (1961 and 1962). 
Biochemical studies of Canadian fishes ^ ^re thoroughly 
made by Bailey (1942), Bailey ^  j^. (1962), Idler and Bltners 
(1963, 1969 and 1960), Fraser Q^ ^ . (1861), end Ifhnnan sX &k» 
(1961 a and 1961 b), 
Fishes of Peru were studied for their biochemical 
composition by Arevalo Pedllla (1962) and Castillo la Rosa 
Sanchez (1962). 
Studies on the chemical composition of African fishes 
were conducted by Busson ^ j^. (1963) and of South African 
can* fishes by van Wyk (1944). Similarly Egyptian food 
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fishes were analysed by Elsaby (19S4). 
Ooncalves-Ferrelro (1961) annlysed the chemical 
composition of Portugese fish s»ocies, Certeni and Alol 
(1934) end Costp.bello (1936) of Italian food fishes and 
Arevelo (1^8) of Spanish fishes* 
Johnstone (1916, 1918 a, 1918b and 1918 c and 1920) 
made a detailed study of chemical comiK>sltlon of herring and 
other clupeoides of U.K. Lovern and V/ood (1947) and 
Reay e^ ^ « (194S) studied the variations In chemical 
composition of the British marine and freshwater fishes* 
flarlnkovic and 2el (1969) studied the nutritive value 
of XUgoslavlan fish flesh in relation to their ecology. 
Chemical composition of USSR fishes were made by 
Levanidov (1950) end mineral composition by Vinogradov and 
Odum (1963). Vasilieva ^  ^ . (1961) studied the mineral 
composition in certain fish of Soviet Union end made 
verification of correlation between the mineral elements 
and protein level therein. 
•Tapanese workers such as Kondo Q%_ J|1. (1941) and 
Kochi and Sra (1969) investigated the chemical composition 
of Tapanese fishes* 
Valenzuela (1923) and Balagtas (1923) analysed a 
large number of Philipnine fish species. Sulit g^ ^ , (1963) 
reported the chemical composition of 63 species of Philippine 
food fishes with reference to size P M different parts of the 
body. 
Jowett BXifl Davles (1933) studied the chemical composition 
of Australian fishes vrith resect to their nutritional and 
commorclnl importence. Their study also Included seasonal 
variation in th© chemical composition of Australian salmon 
and sea mullet* 
In addition to those 'cCance end Vflddowson (1946), 
Tylor and MacLeod (1949), Watt and Merrill (1960) , Chatfield 
(1964) and Love sisi* (1969) have compiled the analytical 
results of the fish chemical composition in the form of 
nutritive tables* Recently van der Rijst (1960) has compiled 
a bibliography of 436 references on the chemical composition 
of fishes. Other bibliographic \fjork containing 261 references 
came from Congres International d'Etude Sur lo Role Du Poisson 
Dans L•Alimentation (Anonymous I960). 
A number of official documents of fish biochemistry 
hpve also been published (FAG, 1949 and 1964| other organisation, 
Nilson, 1943 and United States, Stnnsby, 1963 and 1964). The 
biochemistry of fishes was recently reviewed by Willla'ns (1961) 
and Tarr (1968). 
Research on the biochemistry of Indian fishes is a 
young science and its development is one of the country's 
recent scientific activities. On eKperimentf>l basis research 
work on fisheries and on the biochemical aspects of fishes 
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started In Kerala and Bengal during the early part of this 
century. Very soon Its potentlolltles irere recognised by 
other states and an Impetus to the biochemical research was 
given during the VJorld VJar II vjhen the country suffered an 
acute food shortage. 
The earliest record on the chemical coaposltlon of 
Indian fishes Is that of Basu and De (1938 I, II end III). 
Saha and Guha (1939 and 1940) investigated the chemical 
composition of 37 species of Bengal freshwaters. Nlyogi gjt ^ 1. 
(1941) studied the chemical composition of about 18 VArletles 
of marine fishes from Bombay coasts. Appana and Devadatta 
(1942) Investigated the nutritive value of 4 species of Bombay 
and Konkan coast. Setna ^  jgl. (1944) studied the chemical 
composition of representative fishes from the commercial 
catches of the Bombay coast. Patakoot §^ ^ . (1960) also 
analysed about 32 species of common marine fishes from Bombay 
coast. Alran (1950) studied the protein and mineral composition 
of 7 species of Kolhapur freshwater. 
ntudies on similar lines have been made by Cherl (1943) 
on the marine fishes of 'ladras coast. Natarajan end 
Sreenivasan (1961) studied the mineral comnosltlon of as many 
as 36 8t)ecies of Bhavanisegar and 'fettur reservoirs of 'adras. 
Sreenivasan and Natarajan (1961) reported the seasonal 
variations in chemical constituents of three species of 
Bhavanisftgar reservoir. 
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Bhatt s^ ^ . (1962 and 1963) have reported the 
mineral contents of some Important freshwater fishes of 
Oujrat and Maharashtrpt Sekharan (1949 and 19fc6), 
Chidambaram Q1^ ^ l. (1961), Venkataroman and Charl (1961 
and 1963) and Vasavan §^ ^ . (1960) have Invostlgatod the 
sensonol variations in the cheniical composition of some 
freshwater fishes. Giri jg^  ^ , (1943) investigated the 
food valuo of fish and other marine products. Alexander 
(1966) studied the protein content of five species of marine 
and one species of freshwater fish. 
IQnowledge of protein fractions is as essential in 
nutritional studies as that of the total protein. Fractiona-
tion method of protein study is a recent one and was confined 
to the muscle of mammals until Reay and Kuehel (1937) applied 
the method of Bate-Smith (1934) to haddock muscle. On such 
studies important communications are those of Heay (1933), 
Reay and Euchel (1937), Subba Rao (1948), Dyer s^ §^, (1960) 
and ffemoir (1961 and 1966 a and 1966 b). In India only 
Basu and De (1933 I, II and III) studied protein fractions. 
Ilon-protein nitrogen and amino nitrogen are also 
useful in assessing the nutritive value of fish meat. The 
papers dealing with non-protein and amino nitrogen are those 
of Shev/an and Jones (1967), Ranke ^ Jt ^ . (1967), Fraser ^  ^l, 
(1961) pnd Mannan ^  £1. (1961 a and 1961 b). From India 
notable contributions are those of l^ivpn (1960), Velankar and 
Govindan (1967 and 1958), Anonymous (1962) and Siddiqui and 
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and Slddlqul (1963 a). 
The nutritive value of fish meat and that of other 
meats not only depends upon the protein and its fractions or 
other constituents but to a greater extent to the amino acid 
composition of proteins. Amino acids ore not only found to 
constitute the proteins but ere found in the free state and 
bound to peptides. In order to evaluate fully the nutritive 
value of fish protein, it is desirable to estrblish its amino 
acid composition* The earliest data relating to the amino 
acid composition of fish muscle are furnished by the hydrolysis 
of the muscles of halibut by Osborne and Heyl (1908) and Okuda 
and Oyama (1916). /mother earlier work on the amino acids of 
fish flesh is that of /gren (1944). But the results of their 
analyses markedly deviate from recent figures and this may be 
due to the advent of more advanced techniques employed now a 
days. Innumerable analyses of the amino acid composition of 
fish protein have been published since Oeiger (1948), Jaquot 
and Creac'h (1960) and Block and Boiling (1951) presented 
their reviews. Available listings of Orr and V'att (1967), 
Harvey (1968), and Love §^ fil. (1969) are far from complete. 
Notable contributions ere those of Neilands ^  ^ . (1949), 
Connell and Howgate (1969) and Boge (1960). 
Fragmentary analyses have also been made on the amino 
acid composition of cod (Abderhalden Q^ gl., 1936, Beach Q^ el., 
1943 and Neilands sSi fii»» 1949), haddock (Edwards s^ £i., 1946 
and Lahiry and Proctor, 1966) and Atlantic herring (Konosu Si% i^ l., 
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1966)• Tb© study of Pottlnser pnd Baldwin (1946) Is 
restricted mostly to one or several of the nutritionally 
Important amino acids. Other such analyses came from Seltlne 
(1921), Sekln© and /klyama (1926), Valanju and Sohonle (19£7 a 
and 19£7 b) and Venkatnraman and Charl (1967)• 
Various types of fish proteins have been analysed for 
essential amino acid contents. Ilotable researches on such 
linos are those of Beach §t |»1., (19^), Edwards oJ| ^ . , (1946), 
Pottlncer and Baldwin (1940), Deas and Tarr (1949), Hollands 
Ji ^ . (1949), Block and Boiling (1961) and Ooncalves-Ferrelro 
(1961). 
A number of studios are available on the free amino 
acids of fish flosh. Jfejor contributions came from Kuhnau 
(1949), Yudaov (I960), Blgwood (1963), DuChateau and Plorkln 
(1964 and 1967), Valanju and Sohonle (1964), Hodgkiss and Jones 
(1966), Krlshnamoorthl (1963), Dabrowkl and Ganoxi/lak (1969) 
and ffiighos (1969). 
Very little is known about the peptide bound amino 
acids in fish muscle and only few references (Ranke §^ al*, 
1966J Ranke, 1969 and Bramstedt and Vtorzbacher, I960) are 
available. 
Most of the errller studies referred to total ph08r>horus 
(i»twpter, 139i2 and Hilllams, 1897 and 1911) but the study of 
the ohosnhorus fractions In fish muscle was initiated by Tarr 
(1960). Distribution of phosphorus compounds in fish muscle 
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has been studied by Chnng ^ ^ , (1960), Hak©no (1960) and 
Naksno Bnd Tsuchiya (1960). 
From India Bhushane Hao (1966) and Slddlqixi cind Slddiqul 
(1966) studied tiie phosphorus fractions of the flesh and blood 
of fish respectively. 
The changes In fat and \mter contents In relation to 
feeding and spasming have been worked out quite early by 
Atwater (13S2), I'dlroy (1C03) and later by Johnstone (1916), 
Clark and Almy (1918)» Wlmpenny (1929), Channon and Elsaby 
(1932), Wilson (1939), van l.yke (1944), Lovern and Wood (1^7), 
Del Riego (1948), Sokharan (1949), Levanldov (1960), Chidam-
baram Qt |[1, (1961), Venkataraman and Charl (1963), Karrlck 
§X Ml' (1966), I&Brldo §j^ ai* (1969), MacLeod gjfe ai« (I960), 
Dambergs (1964) and Parker and Vanstone (1966). 
Bruce (1924) and Tlwari and Srlvastava (1962 b) have 
observed the changes of fat in relation to age and growth of 
the fishes. 
Besides fat, crude extract and water solubles have 
also been determined and the only literature on these 
fractions are those of Dambergs (1969, 1963 and 1964). 
Reciprocal relationship of fat and water in the muscle 
was pointed out by Brandes (1964), Mikicinske (1964) and 
Brandos and Dietrich (1963) and in the eggs of fishes by 
Hasan f»nd Jofri (1964). 
IS 
Although literature on fish biochemistry Is enormous 
yet In Indlfi systematic work of this nature is relatively 
scarce* Particularly the biochemistry of north liidian fishes 
has not been pronerly worked out. Keeping in view this fact 
an attempt has been made to determine the chemical composition 
of some common food fishes of north India. 
QphlCQPhaluqi punctata (Bloch), the common pond murrel, 
has been subjected to detailed chemical investigation, ligo 
group studies and seasonal variation in the chemical composition 
of the oocunon pond murrel has been done. 
The present study is expected to make considerable 
addition to the o:iisting knowledge on the chemical comiH>sltlon 
and nutritive value of some freshwater food fishes. A 
correlation of the chemical composition with known facts of 
the bionomics of the fish will tmdoubtedly bring to light the 
buildii^ up and utilisation of reserves from month to month 
and season to season. It will also reveal the chemical changes 
which the muscle of the fish undergoes during its grow^. 
Apart from the physiological and biochemical considerptions 
an understanding of the chemical composition of fishes is 
also important for nutritional studies. 
The present investigation covers a period of three 
years and the investigations carried out are presented here 
in the form of this thesis. The form of the presentation of 
the thesis is as followst 
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Chapter I deals with the experimental procedures 
employed to determine various chemical constituents In the 
fish flosh* 
Chapter II gives an account of the total nitrogen and 
protein nitrogen, nitrogen fractions as well as protein 
fractions have also been studied* An attempt has also been 
made to confirm tho already established protein nitrogen pnd 
total nitrogen (PIJ/TII) ratio end albumin and muscle globulin 
(VG) ratio. 
Chapter III reveals the study of the amino acid 
composition of the fish muscle* Not only the amino acids 
luhich are building blocks of proteins but also those vhlch 
ere found in the exogenous system of the muscle and in the 
peptide linkages have been studied. 
Chapter IV Is confined to the study of different 
fractions of phosphorus. 
Chapter V Is devoted to the study of some miscellaneous 
constituents such as crude extract, water solubles^ crude fat 
and moisture contents. The relationship between crude fat 
and moisture content has also been established. Regression 
coefficients for such correlation in the muscle of different 
age groups and in different seasons of the fish species, 
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. Sone corason freshvster fishos of north Indlp 
populprly known as cerps, 'mirrols nnd cat fishes were 
selected for the present study. Nine species of fishes 
In Qll belonging to the groups named above i^ ere investigated 
for the cheraical constituents of the skeletal cnisclo. The 
investigations have been carried out along throe lines* 
CD study of the biochemical changes in different age groups, 
(11) seasonal biochemical vprlations in a selected fish 
species and (ill) a comparative study of biochemical 
constituents of some freshimter fish species* The first 
approach was adopted to find out the balance of chemical 
constituents in the muscles after one or more years of 
survival. The second line of investigation was tpken up to 
bring to light the immediate Influence of environmental 
conditions, such as temperature and avnllabillty of food and 
Influence of physiological factors such as spawning etc. 
The last one was to compare the chemical constituents In the 
meat of some selected food fishes. Qphicephalus punctatu^ 
(Bloch), the coisuaon pond murrel, was selected for detailed 
Investigations under the heads- age groups and seasonal 
varirtions In chemical composition. The fish Is a common 
inhabitant of the lakes and ponds of the area and is easily 
available round the year. 
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rr.THops OF pz-'PLiiiG 
The fishes were obtained from the local fish rziarket 
during the months of Hovember nnd December end cheoical 
analyses VQVQ made during these ti-ro months to avoid any 
fluctuation in the chetaical constituents due to soasonal 
chanf3es. Mbreover, the period (Ilovember to December), is 
said to be of mnxlmum stability during \jhleh constituent of 
the fish remain practically unchanged. The fishes isrere 
measured, weighed cind sexed nnd tiut under one of the follo^ilng 
four age groups (nnyyum and AQsim, 1964 and nasim and Bhatt 
1966). 
/Q)F;GROUP^ SITE RmoE 
1st year 3.0 cm. to 12.0 cm. 
2nd year 13.0 cm. to 13.0 cni. 
3rd year 19.0 cm, to 22.0 cm. 
4th year 23.0 eta. to 26.0 cm. 
2» Seasonal studlep 
Fishes measuring 16 to 13 cm. y^T& trken out from the 
selected ponds in the first week of each month. The selected 
ponds, of almost equal size, are limnologically very similar 
(Khan, 1967) and this removes any doubt as to the introduction 
of any error in the results because of environmental 
dissimilarity. The size range was kept constant throughout 
the sen^onsl studies in order to avoid differences in chemical 
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composition duo to size hierarchy. Fishes of the sample 
were mecisurod and sexed« 
Samples for seasonal analyses were collected during 
a period of sixteen months, from Hovember 1966 to February 
1963• Since no considerable difference has been noted in 
the vplues in consecutive years the data for the overlarjping 
months havo been pooled tosethor and tho mean values have 
been shown in the graphs and tables. 
3« Comparative studies 
Fresh fishes of the following species were brought 
to laboratory from the local fish market. The fishes were 
measured, weighed and sexed. The investigations vrere 
conducted during winter months, Hovember to December, for 
the same reason as mentioned earlier. 
fir PP» ...,. f^ ,Ppc,ie,a . Si2S SAm. !Mff.^^ 
(Cm.) (Q'n.) 
!• I^^beo -rohita (Ham.) 'fele 40.0-66.0 340.0-1422.6 
Female 23.0-69.0 130.0-3633.0 
2* Cirrhina mri^ala (Item.) 'tale 42.0-69.0 446.0-2263.0 
Female 36.0-62.0 390.0-2263.0 
- • Catla cetlft (Ha-n.) 'Sale 22.0-66.0 37.0-1360.0 
Female 47.0-65.6 1323.0-3310.0 
<?^ ^ f ights 
4» Clar ias maeur (Linn.) 'fele 19.3-36.0 63 .0 - 360.0 
Female 20.6-81.6 66 .0 - 261.0 
£ . Hftteropneu^tes f o sg i l i a 'fele 24.0-32.0 7 3 . 0 - 2 6 1 . 0 
(Bloch) Female 13.0-31.0 66 .0 - 214.0 
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Ouhlcephalua mncta tua ?fel© 16.0-20.6 40 .0 - 82.0 
\) ^ ' (Bloch  Foranle 13.0-23.0 62 .0 - 110.0 
Ophicetihrlua p t r Jg tus "fele S6.6-33.0 276.0- 610.0 
Fenialo 27.6-63.0 163.0-2646.0 
8» Wallegonln f^ tty 'fel© 66.0-30,0 1032.0-2766.0 
(Bloch ^  Schneider) Female 63.0-96.0 1633.0-4032.0 
©• -ygtug vittatu^ (Bloch) >.le 10.0-13.0 10.0- 16.6 
Perarle 11.0-14.6 11.6- 20.0 
PREPAR/iTIOM OF S/ TPL^ 
To kill the fishes v/ere hit hard on the head and 
linmediAtely the caudal peduncle was severed to facilitate the 
flow of blood, which otherwise might have interfered in the 
biochemical analysis of the muscles. Skinning and deboning 
was carefully done. Separated muscles were then lumped 
together and mrcerated in a high speed waring blendor to make 
a homogenous mans and processed for various estimations. In 
all the estimations macerated meat was used T^rfiile for the 
estimation of moisture, amino acids and lipid phosphorus the 
fresh unmacerated meat was used. 
All the samples were kept in glass covered containers 
to prevent loss of moisture. Loss of moisture was also 
minimised by processing the weighed homogenous mess of muscle 
immediately after its preparation. 
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piQCmHICM, ESTIMATIOMS 
Totrl nitrogen was fleteralned by thong's (1923) 
moaiflcatlon of ralcro-kjeldahl Tjroceduro dlRostlng 0,1 gra, 
somple In 6 ml. of Itl sulphuric acid and water. 
llasclo er^trpct wrs propnrod by tho msthod of Velrnkar 
end Oovlndon (1C£3), and a niuscl© sample of € gm. was taken 
In 50 ml. volumetric flask with 30 ml. water. Toluene (2 ml.) 
was added as a preservative and tho flask was kept in a 
refrigerator for overnight swirling the content at some 
intervals. Next day the volume was made upto 60 ml. with 
nitrogen free distilled water and the suspension was 
centrifuged at 7000 r.p.m. for about half an hour, 
Supernatant was taken for water soluble and non-protein 
nitrogen determinations and tho residue was used for salt and 
alkali extractoble nitrogen determinations by the mettiods of 
Lazarevski (19£f) end Dabrowski §X &1. (1966). The residue 
after extracting salt and alkali soluble nitrogen was washed 
repeatedly with 86f alcohol to remove alcohol extrrctable 
nitrogen. The washed residue was dried and digested in H I 
sulphuric acid and water for the stroma protein nitrogen. 
Kater, salt and alkali soluble nitrogen as well as stroma 
protein nitrogen were estimated by V'ong's (192S) method. 
Protein free filtrate of the muscle extract was mepond by 
the method of Velpnkar pnd Oovlndan (19^3) and non-protein 
nitrogen was determined by the method of lioch and Tc'^ekin 
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(1924) as described by Osor (1966). 
For colorlmetrlc readings, a calibration curve of 
ammonium sulphate solution W P S prepared by taking the readings 
of a series of solutions of different dilutions ^ich always 
contained a known amount of nitrogen in the final volume of 
10 ml. to raepsure amotmts of Imoim end unlofiowi sasaplos 7 ml. 
Hessler's solution was added and the final voluae of the 
solutions was made to 10 ml. with water. 
Chilling ell solutions and reagents in refrigerator 
for 30 minutes prior to adding Nesslers reagent was found 
necessary to avoid turbidity. Oser (1966) have recommended 
only 10 minutes for chilling but the time was found 
insufficient in the present study. 
After the addition of Ilessler's solution to the saranle 
16 minutes were given for the colour development. Densities 
of the colored solutions were repd on IClett-Sumraerson 
colorimeter using green filter (640 p). 
The reading obtained for the unknown solutions x^re 
read against the ammonium sulphate calibration curve. 
/Iniino nitrogen was determined by Block and Boiling 
(1961) modification of Pope and Stevens (1939) method in the 
deT)roteinised filtrate of water extract of the muscle 
(Velankar and Oovindan, 1968). 
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Although tho conventional mettiod of getting protein 
content by multiplying the total nitrogen content by the 
factor 6.26 hao beon severely criticised by Johnston© (1913 b), 
Bruce (1924), Couseret (1960), Brandes and Dietrich (1964) 
and Dietrich (1064), the factor seemed to be widely used for 
protein deterninations. Since total nitrogen includes 
several nitrogenous fractions (Geiger and Borgstroro, 1962) 
that differ nutritionally from nmscle protein, different 
factors have been stiggestod to calculate protein content. 
In view of the conflicting factors regarding protein 
determination, it wns considered better to determine 
non-protein nitrogen separately and to substreet it from 
total nitrogen content in order to get pure protein nitrorren. 
The bulk of protein obtained by mincing the niuscle in 
water is collectively called myogen (Oser, 1966) or albumins 
(Jacob, 1947). Since water soluble extract contnins wrter 
soluble protein nitrogen and non-protein nitrogen (Velankar 
and Govlndan, 1968), the water soluble protein nitrogen 
alone is obtained by substracting non-protein nitrogen from 
totf^ l water soluble nitrogen. 
Totel nroteln (Crude protein), pure protein and 
protein fractions were obtained by the nethod of 
Dabrowski ^ J^  ^ . (1966). 
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(a) I^oteln bound amino acid 
The mothod of Block oit al. (1068) ^ Ith SOQQ modification 
vms followed for the esEtractlon of protein bound amino acids. 
Fresh -annt (0.1 gm.) \jns hydpolysed under refluis in 140 nl. of 
6 H liydrochloric acid for 20 hours. The excess of Ifydrochlorlc 
acid was reraoved from the hydrolysate by evoporation to 
dryness JUj yacuo in a water bath at 65 jt 5° C, The dried 
amino acids were then taken up in vials with warm water and 
dried at 66 ;• 6° c. in electric oven for 24 hours. Finally 
the dried amino acids were dissolved in 0.6 ml. of 10^ 
isopropanol which is an effective preservative and does not 
cause esterification (Block and Boiling, 1961). 
(b) Free amino acid 
Free amino acids WSTQ extracted after the method of 
Krishnamoorthi (1963) and Block Qt £0.. (1968) Fresh meat 
(6 gm.) was finely homogenised in 36^ alcohol in a mortar 
with quartz sand. The insoluble material was removed by 
centrifu?»ation at 7000 r.p.n. for about 15 minutes and washed 
with 36f alcohol. Three volumes of chloroform was then added 
to each volume of ethanol extract. After thorough shaking 
the mixture was again centrifuged at 7000 r«p.m. for 
16 minutes and the resulting aqueous (ut)per) layer was 
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removed nnd dried at 66 + e°C. for 24 hours. The dried amino 
acids were dissolved In 0.5 ml. of XOf Isopropanol and used 
for final spotting. 
(c) Peptide bound fimlno pcid 
yilcohol extract of the muscle was prepared In the 
sRme way f»s for free amino acids, 'brsured quantity ( 2 ml.) 
of 36f alcohol extrpct was hydrolysed under reflux with 
6 n Hydrochloric acid (60 ml.) for 20 hours. The final 
hydrolysate wps trented In the same manner as for protein 
bound amino acids. The method of extraction of peptide bound 
amino acids was essentially the same as described by 
Block ^  QX, (1963) ^  Bramstedt rnd Merbach (1961) and 
Dabrowskl §t ^1. (1966) . 
Oualltative and guantltntiye estimation of amino acids by 
Paper chromatography 
pualitntiVQ, pnQly8,lj3 
Solution of the amino acids (S/il.) extracted from 
the muscle and the same amount of 10 mM (Block ^  £i., 19^3) 
solution of known amino acids in lOf Isopropanol were applied 
as coraprct spots by mlcropipette on Miatman filter paper.IIo.l 
(Sheet 2J.f X 46.0 cm.). Descending unldlmentlonal 
chromatography (Block et al.. 19f3) using n-Butanol » /'cetlc 
acid (glnclal) t water in the proportion of 4ilt6 and other 
solvent systems of Gangal and 'Tartar (1964) were used for the 
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separation and Identifiertlon of different amino acids# 
For quantitative analysis 3 ^1. of extracted amino 
ncidfl solution i/rs applied PS compact spot by a micropipette 
on Vjhatman filter paper Ko.4. Descending tvro dimentional 
chromatography using n-Butanol + acetic acid (glr.cial) ^  water 
( 4ili6 ) as first solvent and water saturated phenol as 
second solvent was used as described by Block ^  |L1. (1968). 
At the end of the development (13 hours in first 
solvent and 7 hours in second solvent) the paper xma removed 
from the chromatographic chamber and phenol was evoporated 
in the hood by a strong current of air. It was important to 
continue the operation until the sheets no longer smelled of 
phenol. This usually took from 2 to 3 hours. The paper vjns 
sproyed with 0.26f ninhydrin in acetone (V/V) (Block ^  jpl.^  
1968), pnd dried at 65 + 6*^  C. in an electric oven for 16 
minutes in order to achieve maximum color development. The 
spots of individual amino acids were identified by comparing 
with known Rf values obtained by developing the chromatograms 
of known amino acids under identical conditions (Figures 1 - 6). 
The s^ots of individual amino pcids were then cut and eluted 
with 76^ ethanol containing 0,lf copper sulphate 
(CUSO4.6R2O) according to Krlshne moor thy (10f:7) but with 
slight modification as described by Siddlqul and Slddlqui 
Figure ! • Two-dimensional chromr-tosram of 
the protein bound Qmino acids 
of the skeletal muscle of aale 
Ophicephalus punctctus* 
Figure 2. Two-dimensional chromatogram of 
the protein bound amino acids of 
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(1968 b). The small amount of copper potentiates the 
ninhydrln color. The colour was read at 540^ (Girl, 1952 
and Block et al., 1968) in a Klett-^ummerson colorimeter. 
The quantities of amino acids were determined by the 
method of Block e^ al. (1958) using calibration curve of 
individual amino acids. The strength of the amino acid 
solutions ranged from 0.5 to 10 mM with a difference of 
0.5 mM. The amoxint of amino acid was calculated in 3 ul. 
solution and then converted into the required figures. 
Alcohol extract of the muscle contained, besides 
amino acids, peptides and amines (Bramstedt and Auerbach, 
1961) and alcohol soluble protein (Oser, 1965). The 
presence of the later component in fish muscle has not been 
worked out satisfactorily. It is very difficult to 
distinguish the amino acids which are bound to peptide and 
those bound to alcohol soluble proteins. However, for the 
sake of convenience the term "peptide bound" has been used 
for the amino acids which are obtained from the hydrolysate 
of 85J? alcohol extract of the muscles. For obtaining the 
gross estimates of the amount of peptide bound amino acids, 
free amino acids have been substracted from the total amount 
of the amino acids determined in the hydrolysate. The 
concentration of the peptide bound amino acids lesser than 
5.0 mg, per 100 gm. of fresh meat has been considered as 
negligible because this much of difference was obtained 
even after making repeated analyses under exactly similar 
conditions. 
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For the estimation of the amino acid proline 
Guest's (1939) metaiod wrs followed. The conventionfjl method 
was follov;ed. The convontloncl method of paper chros!Etosranh7 
could not be folloiied as the colour developed due to proline 




Deprotelnised filtrate of the water extract of the 
muscle (Velanker and Govlnden, 1963) was used for the 
determination of inorganic Phosphorus. The method of 
Flake and Subbarow (1926) as described by Oser (1966) wra 
followed for the determination of inorganic phosphorus. 
A calibration curve was prepared from a number of 
phosphorus solutions (Oser, 1966) containing amounts of 
phosphorus ranging from 0.1 ag. to 1.0 rag. per ml. with a 
difference of 0.06 og. Reagents used for the phosphorutj 
estimation in the srmnles were the same as described by 
Flske and Subbarow (1926). Samples were left for 16 minutes 
for color development after treating them with the reagents. 
The color was read In a Kl©tt«SuTMerson colorimeter using 
red filter (660 ;i). 
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Eoter phosT^orus wcs determined by the method of 
Dabrowskl ^  £l. (X966). 
'£hQ acid soluble I^iospSiorus concontrntioan x^ro 
egtlnicted by the Eethod of Flslie and Subbarow (1926) as 
described by Oser (1966). I\ stmdnrd curve uas dro^ m, with 
standard phosphate solution, 10 ml. of which was diluted to 
100 D1» with water. The readings of the diluted solutions 
ranging froia O.C ol, to 6.0 ml. with a difference of 0.6 ml. 
were taken at 660 ii (red filter) after following the cpme 
Tirocedure as described for inorgajnlc phosphorus. 
Oser's (196£) eodiflcation of Yotmgburg and Youn??bur(^  
(1920) method vms follo\^d for the extraction of lipid 
phosphorus from the imscle. The extract was dried over hot 
plate and the residue was digested in 2.6 ml. of 6 II sulphuric 
acid. Lipid phosphorus in the digested sample was estimated 
by the procedure adopted for the deterctination of acid soluble 
phosphorus. 
standard curve drawn for the acid soluble phosphorus 
determinations was used for the computation of llTJld phosphorus 
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The unknown samplea were treated In the same way as 
the Imown ones snd the amount of phosphorus was determined 
against the calibration curiaes. 
Sample of 5»0 to 10.0 gm. of fresh tanmacerated meat 
was taken In weighed silica crucible and dried in en electric 
oven at 106 + 6°C. for 16 to 18 hours* The crucible was 
taken out and was allowed to cool over soda lime in a 
desiccator. The weight of dried muscle was found. The 
difference between wet (fresh) suscle and dried muscle was 
teken as moisture content of the muscle sample. 
Pm«^g. PA^ gP.1«.i. wpt^r ..Pplybleff. pi^c^,.,cffl,{|,e. fel; 
,^^ y.p.c.ti.9fi„ ,pypP8.^ya 
The extraction procedure employed was essentially the 
some as described by Dambergs (1963) but instead of 100 g^ n. 
only 10 gm. fresh muscle was used for the extrection of crude 
extract. 
F^fiCtionatioyi of crude extract 
The amount of the solids in the filtrate after 
evoporetion of ttie solvent is called the crude extract. It 
was practically free of proteinaceous material (Dambergs, 
1963). The crude extract was separated into two frectlons-
so 
ethyl ether soluble fraction colled the fat and the ethyl 
ether Insoluble fraction called the imter solubles* 
Fractionation method of Dambergs (1963) was followed for 
the sepprrtion of fat and water solubles. 
Various methods have been employed by different 
investlgrtors for extracting fats from rauscles» Solvent 
like ethanol ether mixture is linown to bo effective in 
removing fats from proteins, but it also dissolves some 
non-fatty substances thereby giving relatively high values 
of fat (Jafri, 1965)• Contrary to it, solvents as petroleum 
ether give lovi values, for It Is not very effective In 
splitting the fat-protein linkage (Jafri, 1965). Lovern (19ef:) 
suggested extraction of tissues first with ethanol ether 
mixture and then with petroleum ether. In all these methods 
continuous extraction is needed and the whole operation is 
excessively tedious. Therefore for slnpllcity Dambergs (1963) 
method was adoT)tet! for fat deternlnatlon. Tho method seemed 
to be more reliable, economical and less time consuming, 
breover, crude extract and water solubles besides crude fpt 
were also determined in the same operation. 
For age group study 6 individuals, and similarly for 
seasonal and comparative study 6 and 8 individuals of each 
sex respectively were subjected to various blochemicnl analysis 
and the arithmetic means are given in the tables and the text. 
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ThQ values of various chemical constituents have been 
converted into percentages on the fresh weight basis except 
protein bound emlno acids ^ Ich were converted Into gm./iOO gm. 
of protein calculated on the basis of 16 percent nitrogen. 
Vorlous statistical cnalysos hrve also been made uslr^ the 
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ffiyaopupyioyf 
nitrogen Is the most importont Ingrodlent in the 
cnlaal tissues. It goes Into the formation of besic 
building unit, a functional aralno (IIHg) group of proteins, 
vrtilch forms the bulli of the skolotal csuscloo, as of oil 
muscles. To quote Oser (1966) "the efficiency \dth ijhlch 
a protein supplies the nitrogen requireoent of an animal 
body may be defined in the terms of its so called 
'biological value* meaning thereby that nitrogen is the 
Indlspenslble constituent of protein". 
All the nitrogen In the animal tissues, however, Is 
not present as protein (Csuseret, 1960), though It is the 
largest pool of nitrogen compotinds and outweighs all others 
in bulk and metabolic significance. There are many 
non-protein nitrogen fractions as urea, trisothylamlne OKlde 
etc., a diverse esse-'iblsge of compounds which have either 
specific functions or are significant links in metabolic 
pathways. The sum of nitrogens tire sent as part of pll these 
varieties of compounds is expressed as total nitrogen. It 
is thus a collective term providing little room for detslled 
or finer sub analysis pnd interpretation. 
In many previous studies on fish biochemistry the 
quantitation of protein WGS '^ Rde on the bpsls of totfil nitrogen 
concentration irrespective of non-protein nitrogenous 
S4 
fractions. Som© of which like urea are nutritionally inert 
(Oelger end Borgstrora, 1962) and others differ entirely in 
some resects from proteins. Furthermore, the development 
of more refined mettiods of analysis continues to reveal 
nultiple cosjponents in highly purified proteins. These were 
formerly regarded as single substance ('est and Todd, 1961). 
The fractionetton method of protein study (^ 'eher, 10331 
Bate^Saiith, 1934| Reey and ICuchel, 1937} end Haiaolr, 19f5 a 
and 1966 b) has revealed the heterogeneity of muscle proteins 
vhieh comprise of several fractions of a unique molecular 
configuration. 
In view of the said facts It seemed desirable to mate 
a detailed Investigation of the nitrogen In tine muscles of 
the fishes, tailing into account separately the total nitrogen, 
protein nitrogen, non-protein nitrogen, amino nitrogen end 
fractions of nitrogens extracted with different solvents. 
The study of extractable nitrogens was made to clarify the 
Individual presence of various catagorles of protein 
comiKsnents such as albumins, tissue globulins, residual 
Intracellular protein and stroma protein. 
For the sake of convenience this chapter has been 
divided into two parts. Part I deals with nitrogen end the 




Total nitrogen includes protein as well as non-protein 
nitrogen (Bruce, 1024 end Gheyen, 1961) \jhich in turn includes 
nitrogen derived from such compounds as creatine, trlinethyl-
amine oidde, tr.urine, rnserino, purine end pjTTctiiclino 
derlvativesCJacquot, 1061)* Velankar and Govindan (1968) 
found nitrosenoug extractive of fish muscle to consist mainly 
of ammonia, trimethylamine bases, guenldine, imidaml 
derivatives and many miscellaneous substances such as urea, 
amino acids, tJurlnes and pyrimidines* 
Literature concerning total nitrogen and different 
fractions of nitrogon in fish is very extensive. The iaoortant 
co'nmunicptions, however, are those of v/ilson (1014), Greene 
(1919), ISJojQorov (19S4) , Caiapboll (ie3£) , leury (1936), Duncan 
and Tarr (1053), Frnsor jrt ^ . (1961) , -lannan ^  Q1, (1961 a 
and 1961 b) and frora India important contributions are those 
of Saha end Guhe (1939 and 1940), Joshi §t §1* (1963), 
Velankar and Govindan (1967 and 1053), Sltarameieh (1967) end 
Sidtllqui and Siddiqui (1963 n). 
Jscquot (1061) based his assumption on the data 
compiled by Causeret (1060). He maintained that as reperds 
quantity, protein nitrogen is by for the most Imnortant 
fraction. From the data of Causeret (1C£0) it appeared that 
enphpsls has been lai6 on the s^ e^ciflcity of the ratio of 
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protein nitrogen and total nitrogen (PIT/TH) in particular 
group of animals. The present findings elucidate the ratio 
in fishes of different age groups and the seasonal changes 
it undergoes in 2» wmctatup and its comparative account in 
some freshwater fishes as well* 
RESULTS 
^OTMs fllTROOFil (CRTJDK PROTHin nilgROGEII) 
Total nitrogen contents in all the four age groups of 
2» lo^ nc^ fitua ranged from 2.074 gra. to 3.314 gm. in males and 
from 2.460 gm. to 3.320 gm. in females and increased with the 
age of fish (Table 1) except in the females of fourth year 
age group. The increase in total nitrogen from 1st to 2nd 
year age group was 16.70J:' end 21.e0f while from 2nd to 3rd 
year 19.10^ and 11.40J! in males and females respectively. 
Ixi males en increase of lO.SOf was also noted when the fishes 
entered from the 3rd to 4th year age group whereas in females 
it decreased slightly (0.9j!). The concentration of total 
nitrogen was always found to be higher in females except in 
4th year age group. 
Seasonal variation 
Total nitrogen content in 0. punctatua varied from 
2.51 gm, to 3.36 gm. in males and from 2.43 gm. to 3.29 gm. 
in females (Table 2) . Total nitrogen content WAS found to 
be considerably low during spawning period % y to September 
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(rayyum and Oaslrn, 1964). Mpxlraum asiount was found in the 
month of December end nlnlraura In August (Table 2 ) . 
CompRratiVQ account 
Total nitrogen on the average varied from 2.44 gm. to 
S.6S gm. in males and from 2.S9 gm. to S.61 gm. in fomales 
(Teble 3). Lowest aaount ^ as found In ^ I. vlttatus and highest 
in 3* ^osgjlis (Table 3). Females of all the fish species 
were fotmd to contain higher amounts of total nitrogen than 
the males except in £• mpguy where the amount in both the 
oeses was equal and ^* attu where the males showed higher 
values (Figure 1). 
PROTEin IlITROQ^ n 
Protein nitrogen ranged from 1.770 gra. to S.OSO gm. 
in males and from 2.290 gm. to 3.040 gm. in females (Table 1). 
The chpnges in protein nitrogen in successive age groups 
followed closely the same changes as noted for total nitrogen. 
It is noteworthy that the difference in protein nitrogen 
contents of the tv«> sexes was mexiaum in 1st yepr age group, 
yith increasing age the difference in protein nitrogen content 
became gradually narrower till in fourth yorr age ^roup it 
becft'ae higher in males than in females. . 
S3 
Protein nitrogen vf^s founS in its sdniaum quantity 
in the month of /ugust (2.21 gn. in niRles and 2.12 gm. in 
foaalos) mnxinura (3.13 gn. in males and 3.10 gm. in females) 
in the month of November (Table 2). Protein nitrogen content 
followed tho some pattern of change notod for totel nitrogen. 
It vcs ali^ fsys found in greater amount in mnles than in 
fenielos as has already been noted in the age group studies. 
Comparative account 
The rang© and mean values of nrotein nitrogen for 
various fish species is given in Table 3 and represented 
graphically in Figure 1. It ranged between 2.30 gm. to 
3.39 gm. in males and in females between 2.26 gm. to 2,26 r^ m. 
The highest value was found In J. fossil^s and lowest in 
iJ. y;itt^ Ptu^  (Table 3 and Figure 1). 
PROTEin niTHOG|?.n /np T O T A L H I T R O G ^ T RJITIO (PH/Ttl) 
It can be seen fro"i the Table 1 that the ratio PK/TH 
Vptried from 0.363 to 0.©26 in males and from 0.902 to 0.930 
In females. The ratio wns found to be higher in fermles of 
Ist pnd 2nd year age groups iiAiile it wos found higher in 
males of £rd pnd 4th year age groups. 
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The ratio of PM/W pecaalned stationary all the year 
round except In the months, -Tuly to SeT>teGjber, ^ en a slight 
decrees© wns noted* The ratio ranged between 0.830 to 0.949 
in males and 0.d72 to 0*942 in females (Table 2). It yms 
nlso observed that the ratio was greater in malec for the 
srontor part of tho yoer. The average retlo (calculoted on 
the data for 16 months) was found to be 0.917 for ooles and 
0.808 for females. 
On the average, irrespective of the sexes, the ratio 
varied from 0.904 to 0.966, the lowest being in L. rohlta 
and highest in H. foBsij-is (Table 3). In C. mrif»pla the 
ratio was 0.920, in C. catla 0.936, in 0. Tmnctntus 0.920 
'and in 0. striatus 0.920. The rntio was 0.920 in C. tnarur 
and V*. attu and 0.940 in M. yitta^u^. 
ffO|^ .pftOy^ ,ni mTft0Gy# 
Kon-protein nitrogen varied from 170 mg. (0.170 gia.) 
to 230 '^ g. (0.230 gn,) in -nnles pnd from 180 mg. (0.130 ?;mf) 
to 301 rag. (0.301 gn.) In females, fis is evident fro^ the 
Teble 1 the non-r>roteln nitrogen increpsod with the age of 
the fish. The relative Increpse in amount of non-protein 
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nitrogen from 1st to 2nd, 2nd to 3rd and 3rd to 4th year was 
14,4f, 10.ef and 23.3^ In males and 12.1f, 23,9J; and 6.9^ In 
femaleo resTJectivoly. The total Increase in non-protein , 
nitrogen content from Ist to 4th year age group was 62.6^ 
in males and 69.2J! in females. Females liere foirnd to 
contain higher amounts of non-protein nitrogen than males 
(Table 1). 
non-protein nitrogen constituted only 3.29jr, 3.22J!, 
7.375I and 8.44f. in males vjhoreas in females 7#68^, 7.11f, 
a.66j5 and 9.14J: of the total nitrogen in 1st, 2nd, 3rd and 
4th year age groups respectively. 
The seasonal changes in non-protein nitrogen content 
in males wore found to be from 173»0 mg. to 308.0 mg. %jhile 
in females from 193.0 mg. to 316.0 mg. (Table 2). During 
peak spat«ilng period, July to September (Oayyura and ^ psi'3, 
1964) non-protein nitrogen contents Increased considerably 
(Figure 2). 
ComParRtive account 
Highest non-protein nitrogen content was found in 
L. rohita (367.0 mg. in males and 231*0 nc^* in females) and 
mm 'mmmmmmmmii'^am 
lowest in J. ylttatufl (143.0 mg. In males and 134.0 mg. in 
females) while in other fishes it varied from 191.0 mg. to 
2t2.0 rag. in males rnd fron 173.0 mg. to 241.0 ng. in females 
(Table 2 and Figure 1). 
Plgur© 1. nitrogen composlt'on of the 
olkclotaL oaoclo of som© 
fre©hitter fish speclos. 
B » Female 
4 . CISIAM isesjiac ^ , , , 
Figure a. Seasonal variation in 
noQ'protein nitrogen content 
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Kon-proteln nitrogen constituted about 6.3^ to 9,Zf 
in males and in females about 6,Of to 10*lf of the total 
nitrogen. 
UMBO HITROGEI^ 
fMQ group study 
It is quito apparent froa the Tcble 1 that aaino 
nitrogen content did not show recular changeo with the 
advancement of age. It was found to vary between 47.0 rag. 
(0.047 gra.) to 98.0 rag. (0.098 gm.) in males and from 
31.0 rag. (0.081 gra.) to 111.0 nig. (0.111 gm.) in females 
(Table 1). The aaount was always found to be higher In 
females than in males (Table 1). 
43.63jr, 64.97r, 21.66^ and 17.60f of amino nitrogen 
in males and 46.60^^ £2«S65?, 28.37f end 30.23f In females 
constituted non-protein nitrogen in 1st, 2nd, 3rd and 4th 
yoar age groups respectively, /raino nitrogen in the 
non-protein nitrogenous fraction of females of all the age 
groups WPS found to be in greater aoount than the males. 
geaponel variatiop 
Lowest amount of amino nitrogen was found in the 
month of December (7£.0 mg.) in males and in the nonth of 
Iloveraber (fa2.0 mg.) in females. The highest value WPS found 
in August and September (120.0 rag.) in males pnd in September 
in females (132.0 mg.) (Table 2). It was noteworthy that the 
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amount of aalno nitrogen resialned higher In males than In 
females all the year round except during spawning period 
(Table 2 and Figure 3). 
cpRp^mtiy^,, flccpffl.^ 
J[. ylttatus was fo\md to contain lowest oiiount of 
amino nitrogen whereas Jg. /'oaf? 111^ contained the highest 
nnwunt (Table 4). toong all the fishes Investigated amino 
nitrogen in males was found to be lower than that in females 
except in 0. striatum end v;. f\ttu where the values for the 
males were higher. In J1. vittatus the amino nitrogen content 
v;as equal In both the sexes (Table 4). 
Amino nitrogen WRS found to constitute about 18.6J^  to 
60.7^ in males while in females it constituted about 26.753 
to 66.6^ of the non*protein nitrogen. 
The composition of total water soluble, water soluble, 
salt soluble and alkali soluble nitrogen in the muscle of 
different age groups Is given in Table 1. 
^m^9w^l ,yfir^ ,^ tA,9R 
Heaaonal variation of the total water soluble and 
water soluble nitrogen is given in the Table 2. 
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The comparative account of total water soluble, aelt 
soluble, and alkali soluble nitrogen in the meat of some 
freshwater fishes has been given in Table 6. 
Although a great deal of work has been done on muscle 
protein yet its study on modem lines is only about 30 years 
old and has not advanced much beyond where it stood at the 
beginning. Almost in all the biochemical studies of fish 
proteins, the nutritive effects are commonly attributed to 
crude protein %^ich also contains considerablo amount of 
non*protein nitrogenous substances, as has already been 
mentioned. The need to analyse pure protein content of the 
fish becomes, therefore, obvious. 
A poineor work on systematics of muscle proteins was 
started by Kuhne (13£9). Bate-Smith (1930), however, friled 
to report Kuhne's (1869) results pnd WPS obviously much 
critical about the conclusions Kuhne (1369) has drawn. It 
was Logan (1930) who started study on the protein of fish 
muscles. Reay (1933), Weber and 'eyer (1933), Bate-Smith 
(1934), Keay and ix.uchel (1937), Bubba l^o (1843) and 
^'Jl 
Dyer ©^ Si* (l^CO) taEdQ som© veluftble contributions to the 
protein fraction study of fishes. Various fish muscle 
protein have been thoroughly described In a recent review by 
IK'iolr C1961, 19£6 a and 1966 b). 
The literature on crude protein contents of muscle of 
fishes of various parts of the world Is too oxtonslvo to be 
dealt here. Mention may, howovor, be made of such work on 
Indian fishes. r%3or listings are those of Basu rnd Do 
C19S3 I, II and III), Saho and Quha (193© and 1940^, Charl 
(1848), /aexondor (196f and 1966), Imbe and Gohonle (1957), 
Sreenlvnsan and Hatarajsn (1961) and Slddlql and Slddlqul 
(1963 a). However, detailed studies on seasonal and age 
group changes are scarce. 
Myogen Is now recognised as the collective concept 
given to a number of woter soluble proteins (Oser, 1966) 
which Is apparently derived almost entirely from sarcoplasm 
and interstitial fluid (Dyer and Dingle, 1961). Probpbly it 
is the fraction i^ich is entirely made up of various enzymes 
(Herbert §t gl., 1940). Ihere is a controversy over the tera 
used for water soluble protein, von Furth (1396; cited in 
Bailey, 1964) assigned the term myogen for water soluble 
fraction of muscle wherees l.'eber and Meyer (1933) used the 
term "myogen" for the proteins separrted by a different 
method. M y way the term "albumins" seems to be more 
convenient to use for whole of the wpter extractable protein 
(Jacob, 1947)• 
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i^OBin is e fraction of protein which is extracted 
with splt solution of moderate strength (Djrer and Dingle, 
1961). Later on It was realised that it is composed of two 
myosins J, layosin /I or true myosin and rayosin B or nctomyosin. 
It seems better to use the older terra "muscle globulins" 
when referlng to the unfroctloneted salt soluble proteins 
in order to remove the confusion (Dyer and Dinf^ le, 1961). 
Besides filbuains and muscle plobulino there are found 
other protein components in the intracellular system of 
muscle and are collectively called residual intracellular 
proteins (X)abrowski ^* §1* 9 1^66). Very little is known 
about them. According to Pyer ^  ^ , (1960) tdiey are 
comnosed of Globulin X and nyoalbumin. Extrpcellular system 
of muscle proteins is composed of connective tissues 
(Borgstrora, 1961) and they are Imown as stroma protein. 
Demenier (1934) was the first to propound that there 
existed a relationship between albumin and muscle globulin 
fractions of the protein. 
Literature on the study of protein fractions is 
scarce. However, von Purth (1396), "eber and i^feyer (19S3), 
Herbert et al. (1940), Dalley (1944), Jacob (1947), Dyef ^  al. 
(I960), Ifemolr (1961 and 1966 a and 1066 b) and Connell (1963) 
made some notable contributions on protein fractions. 
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CRUDE PROTEI|I 
The crude protein contents of different eg© group 
are given In Table 1. It ranged from 12.980 gra. to 20.740 gm. 
end from 16.400 gm. to 20.780 gn. in melos Rnd fooGles 
respectively. In males the amounts of crude protein Increased 
regularly with the age while in females the Increment occured 
only upto 3rd year age group and a slight fall was noted in 
the 4th year age group fishes (Table 1 ) . 
The amount of crude protein content on tiie average 
varied from 16.7 gm. to 21.6 gm, in males and from 16.2 gm. 
to 20.6 gm. in females. The maximum values were obtained in 
the months of October to December. From January onwards it 
declined and attained the minimum value in the month of 
-August (Table 6). Crude protein contents of males and 
females followed the same pattern of change seasonally. 
The values of crude protein in males were generally hif^ her 
than in females* 
The values of crude protein ranged from 16.3 gm. to 
22.7 gm. in males and from 16.0 gm. to 22.6 gm. in females 
(Table 7 ) . Highest amount was found in H, fossil iff \itiile 
lowest In 1, vittatu^. Excepting |i. rohita and C, mrieala 
Figure 3. Seasonal variation in 
amino nitrogen content 
of Ophicophalus punctatus. 
Figure 4. Variations in protein end protein 
fractions in different age groups 
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tnoXes of &X1 the fish sT)ocleci in the inresent study viere 
found to contDln grooter Bmounts of crude protoln than in 
fomaloa (Table 7 ) . 
MG ^roup atudy 
Tho lotTOst concontrntion of pure protein content was 
found in 1st yopr ago group fishes (11.070 gm. in males and 
14.130 gra. in females) and the hiphest was found In the males 
of 4th year age group (13.960 gra.) and in the females of 
Srd year age group (13.980 gm.). In males the emoxint of pure 
protein Increased with the age i#hilo in feoales it increased 
only upto Srd year age group. The pure protein content was 
slightly louer in females of 4th year o^e group than tho 3rd 
year age group females. (Table 1 and Figure 4 ) . 
/^ ,^ rgop.<4 ,y.frA^ tipft 
Ihire orotein content follot>'ed tho same pattern of 
change in various months as noted for crude protein. The 
aaxi'ma amount was found in the month of IJovember and 
minimum in the 'aonth of August (Table 6 ) . Individual 
variation in the pure protein content of male is shown in 
Fir^ ure t and of female in Figure 6. 
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Highest ocaount of pure protein wag found In 
M* fosallia (21.1 gm. In mples ond 20.9 gm. In foniales) nnd 
lowest In J* ylttntua (14.3 gra. In mnleo nnd 14.1 gm. in 
foomlon). VJ. pttu PISO contained lou nmount of pure protein 
(Table 7) in comparioion to other fishes. In the rest of 
the fishes pure protein value wta found to be -sore than 
16.00 gm. per 100 gm. frosh Eoot. 
The amount of alburaln increased with the age of the 
fish, 0. mmctnt^s (Figure 4). Alburaln value on the average 
rrnged from 2.166 gni. to S.£40 gra. in maleo and fro*^  2.416 gm. 
to S.7:J0 gm. in females (Table 1). Albun.ln was found in 
greater amounts in foraaloc then in males. 
fioaaonal variation 
Seasonal trend in the albumin content is arnaront froa 
the FiRure 7. On the average it varied from 2.1 go. to £.3 n.'i> 
in males and froa 2.4 ^/A, to Z .9 gn. in females (Table 6). 
The highest auount was found during spawning period, % y to 
Septe.nber, end the 'ninlmum in the taonth of i.oveiiber. Fe^ iales 
were found to contain higher aciounts of plbu'aln than In -aales 
except in the nonths of February and March. 
Pifjure 6. Seesonal variations of pure 
protein content in OGIGG of 
Ophicophalus punct&tus* 
P. o •!r>siiuni value 
B n 'fean value 
C = Minimum value 
Figure 6. Seasonal variations In pure 
protein content in females of 
Ophicephalua tmnctetus* 
A s Maximum value 
B s Mean value 
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Flgup© 7 . Seasonal changes In allmfain content 





Tho amount of olbufnin In th© muscle of the fish 
spocioo In the present study varied generally from 2,2t gii. 
to 2.91 gra, (Table 3) and oxcentionally high value ^ ;as 
recorded in L. yohitP O.CS e-») pnc" the loijest in \ vittstus 
(1.77 gm.). 
Irrennoctivo of tho sexes nlhuoin shared about 12.6f 
to 21*65^  of tho total intracellular protein and it formed 
about 12.60J^  to 21.20J:' of pure protein. 
r^scle globulin \jas found to vary from 6.033 ftm. to 
3.fo93 go. in raales and frora f .300 (j-n. to 3,322 g!ia. in females. 
As is evident from Table 1 and Figure 4 it increased v/lth 
the age only upto 3rd year age group and then it decreased in 
4th year age group fishes. .laleo vrare found to contain 
greater amounts of miscle globulin than females. 
,P9^ P<^ rf.t,iyg.,K.<?PPm^  
J» vittatufl contrined the lowest amount of rmxsclo 
globulin (average 6.23 gii.) while C. ^ nrigala contained the 
hif^ hest (7.03 g;t.). Tho values in other fishes rpni^ ed from 
6.00 gm. to 7.00 gii. (Tpble 3). 
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ISascle globulin constituted pbout £2.9f to 46.Of of 
tho t o t r l in t r rce l lu ler protoln ond about 32.20f to 44,E0?! 
of pure protein. 
i?^ i9 r^rpm g W y 
Tho TTTotoin fyp.ctton \.r\D found to incronso :;ith tlis 
e^o of tho fish (Flsuro 4 ) . Lonest cmount wcs found in 
1st yoar age group (£.220 go. in laolos and 7.360 gm. in 
fomalos) and tho highest in 4th yorr ©g© group (9.7 30 go. 
in QGloo and 9.200 gm. in fomolos) (Tablo 1 ) . 
ppRPPyAt^ iyp pcp.QW,1f 
Tho VRIUOS of residual intrncollulnr protoln in tho 
prosont study varied from 6.2 gra. to 10.9 gn. (Table 3 ) . 
Lowest vrluo wes recorded in i.'. f_tt||a end highest in |f. fos3-lllg. 
» 
It shared frou S6.7r' to £3.Sf of th© total intracellular 
protein anr fron c4.D6f to C2.21f of pure protein. 
PTROM.^ PfiOTKlI? 
ntroma protein varied from 2.190 g-n. to 2.l:^ b0 g-u, in 
•Bales and fron S.llO g'l, to 2.720 s'-i» in females (Table 1 ) , 
It increased with the advancing age t i l l i t reached i t s 
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wri.lnruGi In c.r& yorr rse grou^, thornrfter i t decror'sod in 
4th yoPT rn© croup In both the sojieo (ricsuro 4 ) . Tho "Talcs 
xjoTQ found to contnln fjreater Fvraount of stronn protoln then 
tho femdos. 
Conyinrp tIvo pccoant 
Stronm protoln vcrlod frora 0.36 era, to 0.66 giii. In 
the 'juceloq of tSio fpoch t^ntor flohoo otudiod ppocontly. 
Lowest oiuount of stroma protoln wos found In L» rohltn ond 
tho hlfihoot in J . vittpt^aa CTrblo 0 ) . ntrooR protein 
constituted about 2.09f to £.84f of pure protein. 
ALWAIU m) iainCLr. OLOEOLin R)'iL/TIOL'riniP ( VO) 
The Qlbu"iln - ouscle globulin (/*/0) rolntionship 
wns found to very from 0.S13 to 0,426 in mples cinrl from 
0.SD3 to 0.47£ in fomples (Toble 1 ) . Tho rolntlonshlp did 
not follow ony roeulEX pattern of chanr.e GKong t^o four ege 
froups. I t WPS found compErotively high in 4th yenr tge 
group. The rolotlonshlp wns higher in feanles then in 
Hales* 
Coaparativo pccount 
The yc? rptlo in aoot flches rpnged between O.S£4 
and 0.44a but vms RXCG itionally low VPIUG in J . vi t ta tua 
(0.21i) find high in tj. yphitf (O.fOfe) WPS recorded (Tpble 3) . 
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Total nltrogon and protoin nitrogen contento of 
C. paactRtus ouscle shoimd a rolntive incroase with the 
Inororslng elm of the flohos* In ease of fesales a 
slight docpoaa© In tho total nltpogsn and ppotoin nltrogon 
was noted In 4th year age group. Cortl (19£0) dealing with 
rainbow trout also found an Incror.se In nltroson with tho 
Incronse in slse, Ihcroaso In total nltrogon and protoin 
nltrogon with tho si20 Is most probably duo to accoEipanylng 
Chang© In tho dlot of the fish, oayyuo and Oaslra (1964) 
has reported that th© foodlng habits of fish, murrel, change 
with Its ago. 
increaoo in non-protein nitrogen may bo duo to 
Increase In trlQotaiylaialno oinldo content (Llnteel a£ JEX* * 
19S9 and v^ jlddlqul and Slddlqul, 1068 a). Trlraethylaraln© 
o:slde has boon reported to increase tdth the age of the 
fish (shetiian, lOei and /Merson and Fellers, 19C2). But 
no conclusive evidence can be dreim as to the exact cause 
of the rise In non-protein nitrogen content with the age* 
/alno nitrogen did not follou any regular pattern of change 
frod Ist to 4th year age group. 
Crude as tiell as pure protein and various protein 
fractions such as albumin, tissue globulin, intracellular 
protein and strosia protoin Increase vtth the age of the 
Tiurrel except a slight decrease noted in stroma protein of 
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4th year rge group fishos. Pcrker end Vanstone (1966) 
^onortGd an IncroasQ in protein content with increasing size 
of fingerlings of pink salmon. Sorvp.chev (1969) heve nlso 
roported chengeo in protein content with the size of the 
fishes. Love (1963) eoiphrsised thst the muscle fibres B^ fow 
03 the fish ndvrncod in tiso. Consequently the strocia protein 
which is the protein of fibres increased. Regrrdins the 
incrense in other protein fractions no definite explanation 
could bo civcn. 
The effect of chnn^ing itoto of diet at different nges, 
is difficult to deduce. Ito\jever, a shcrp rise in crude rnd 
• pure protein tjcs noted in 2nd end Srd year ac© group which 
coincides uith the change of feeding habits. It Is to be 
concluded frosi the study of 'fcCoy and Tunison (19S6) that 
consumption of the rich protein food makes the protein level 
of the imiscle high. 
The seasonal emaciation of 0, nunctntus should not bo 
considered ns a result of exogenous factors only, such as 
possible shortpse of food, feeding intensities and 
environmental changes but also resulting from endogenous 
process inherent to reproduction. 
The breeding sen son of t^ ie fishes Irsts from tiny to 
Geptetflber (r^ ayjrum and /^rsiw, 1964), with fishes attrlning 
peek ripeness in the month of Ifey and June. During this 
period 0 sherp decline in total protein and increese in 
plbuiln, non-protein nitrogen pn<l P-nino nitrogen is noticed 
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because the body reservos are called upon to provide 
substrates for the gonad building* Feaialo goneds weigh 
more then thnt of raples (Oayyum and f^ rsira, 1964) end the 
depletion of protein In feociles and mcles is in cgreement 
^ith the gonpd vmight. The depletion of protein in the 
uusclo c m bo correlnted tdlth the increase of ovarian protein 
as observed in Itinc salmon (Croon, 1921), herring (Bruce, 
1034) rnd oockoye solemn (Idler and Bitners, 19£9). 
Ilrishnanoorthy (19£7) noticed nn increrso in r nunber of 
anlno ncids in the ovary during coned development and 
attributed it to increased protein metabolism in the ovary. 
Sreenivasan ^ xi3s» (1©6^) rooorted an increase in the protein 
level in the gonads as the maturity stage of the gonads 
advances and decrease in the spent gonads. Obviously the 
niuscle protein is mobilised in gonad building and a depletion 
in muscle protein is caused during spniming. 
:tilroy (1903) has also observed depletion of muscle 
protein in herring during reproductive period. Variation in 
the tnuscle protein in cod is found to be influenced by the 
spawning efforts (Ironside and Love, 1968). Dambergs (1064) 
pointed out depletion in protein content during spautiing in 
cod muscle* 
Tttgh values of non-protein nitrogen r^nd a'oino nitro?;en 
were found during spawning months. Low metabolic activity 
of 'ourrel durins snrMiing period (^ ayyuu anri r^ risim, 1964) 
rendered the aaino acid incorporation less efficient in the 
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synthesis of protein thoroby rccusulntlng rnlno r e id s In 
th© rsusclo v;ith the r e s u l t o'llno PS well r s non-protein 
nitrogen volues Increased. In the present stpt© of knowledge 
no o:tplnnatlon could be given for the r i s e In albumin content . 
Totpl nl t roson content of the f i sh species investlcfitod 
rcmgod froin 2.30 gm, to 3.63 g-a. Shownn (1S61) reported c 
rrns© of 2.10 gia.f to 2.S6 g^.J* In elosmobrnnchg end a range 
of 2.30 gm.j;- to 3.e>0 gn.J in other f l shoc . Frcoor <3j| ri^. 
C1961) found the rpnge of 2.30 f^n.f to 3.60 ga.jT of t o t e l 
nitrogen with th© excontion of sturgeon t^ere the value tjcs 
2.30 GQ.j!. Sltaramnleh (1967) renortod s lml l r r values es 
found In the present inves t ign t ion . Velankor rnd Oovlndan 
(leea) reported a high range of t o t a l ni trogen (2.997 gta.J? 
to 3.628 gm.jS) in merino t e l e o s t o . 
Vote in nitrogen ijas fotmd to vary from 2.26 Rm.f to 
E.cG pra.f In the present study. Frcser gjs |li.» (1S61) renorted 
p low protein nitrogen rnnglng frora 1.01 gn.f to 2.69 g'n.f 
and non-protein nitrogen const i tu ted 6.8f to lO. l f of th© 
t o t a l n i t rogen . 
^s p proportion of t o t a l n i t rogen , non-protein ni trogen 
ranged from X\f to I6f in mrrlne f i shes with the values of 
IQf to 20f for tuna snd sxrard f i sh and 47f for chlmnera 
(Fraser Q^ fli»» 1961). Kon-proteln ni trogen In the smscl© 
sometl-nts reached as high as 21f of the t o t a l nitrogen in 
-narlne fijihei (Kochl and js)ra, 1960), 26f in ce r ta in shark 
(i-^ndo s^ fli., 1941) and S3Jf In elasmobranchs ( >lford and 
ee 
'llbo;?, ICfC). VoXrnlirp end Govindpji, (1C£:3) recorded high 
vr.luoa of non-protein nltrosen (2S6.1 cis«f to 333.5 n^.f) In 
Indlen nnrino teloosts. The lovj veluos of non-protein nitrogen 
in froshimtor fishes os coapored to thnt of merino fishes may 
bo due to low qucntlty of trimethylaalne oxide* in freshirr'ter 
flohos (LlntEel §^ £iM 1539). 
toino nltrogon conotitutos 13.6f to 66.Ef of the 
non-ppotoin nltrosen. Volonlirr end Govlnden (1©£3) renorted 
only obout ef of neino nitrogen in oerlne teleosts. Frcshuptor 
fishes aro esteemed for their flevour ond this Qpoenrs to he 
due to high nnount of aalno nitrogen. High content of amino 
nitrogen contributes to ond onhFiices the flrvour of the fish 
muscle (Velonlcer r.nd Oovlndon, ie£3). Presumnbly high 
porcentege of anlno nitrogen In the muscle of fishes during 
spawning and winter months lends support to Baldwin's (1C43) 
vlei^ that the rauscle aro less efficient In laetebollsing 
amino rclds. r&tabolic activities of murrel during spanning 
and winter months are found to be lo\7 (neyyusi rnd <^asl3, 
1964) thereby rendering less efficient incorporation of onlno 
Bcids into proteins. The popular saying that the fishes 
should not be consu-nod during their spptmlng period for they 
get depleted of most of the vital constituents such as fat, 
protein etc. Lut the flevour, judged by high content of aiaino 
nitrogen during spawning period, could bo regarded cs good. 
In conpprision to larino flshos the lower protein 
vplues In freshwater fishes 'nwy be considered a blochenical 
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ndoptntion in rccordrnco with its "noct dilute onvlronr'ent" 
(Plorlrln, 1949). Illnher concentretlon of 'atascl© protein In 
anrlne than In froshut^ tsr fishes could toe oxplnlnod on the 
basis of the observation of Keys (ISSS) of plasf^ proteins 
of the blood of eol. 'toreover, 'farshall nnd Georce (1943) 
s\i550sted that the presence of uror rnd other non-protoin 
nitrogenous substances in marIne fishes are responsible for 
its excessive crude protoln (totnl nitrogen). 
The protoln content of the freshwater fishes of 
United Str.tes generally ranged from 16.Of to 19.Of i^rlth an 
averrge of about 17.Of barring throo or four species irffilch 
do not show this range (Thurston ^  /y,., 1969). Thurston 
p> al. (1969) also eaphnslsed that the lower values are 
generaJLly found in saaller sire fishes. This also hol^a 
good in the present study for J* ylttatu^. the smallest 
fish in the present study, has the loijest amount of protein 
content. 
"Jusclo protein of fresh^jter fishes like other rnlmnls 
is constituted of extracellular protein (2.09f to D.S4f of 
pure protein) end intracellular protein (96.06f to e7.9ir of 
iTure protein). Bxtrncellular protein is constituted of 
stroma which in fishes consists aloost entirely of collagen 
(nubba i»ao, 1948). /s pointed out by Reay and Kuchel (1937) 
a low value of stroma protein of fish meat (2f to 6f" of 
protein) as compered to catties (Bf to 20f of T)rotein, 
Bote-Smith, 1942) indicated thrt it contains snail quantities 
of connective tissue fibres. This makes the 'sert of fishes 
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more tender and delicious than the meet of catties (Slddlqul 
and Slddlqul, 1968 a)« The meat of !•. yphlta^ £. mrlgalRf 
£• Sliilfit £• P,P.my end fi. fftfffflj^lfl Is more delicious and 
tender than the meat of 0, jaaaSlsSEflt £• jaSEiafiSfii ii« a^ ,t=^  
and M. ylttfitup. This Is attributed to high values of stroma 
protein In the later group of flshoo* 
]fotracollular protein composition Is dominated, like 
In other fishes (Suhba RGO, 1943 and Slddlqul and Slddlqul, 
1968 a), by muscle globulin (myosin) forms of protein except 
in 0. tiunctatus^  C. mpp]ur and J. fossllls* MUscle globulin 
together with the residual Intracellular protein accounts for 
more than 76J?T of pure protein In all the fish species except 
in p. .pyinctatug, £. m^ f^ uy and J|« fossUls. Hon-myosln protein 
(albumin) constitutes on the average about 16^ of the total 
protein* It Is In close agreement \dth the findings of 
Slddlqul and Slddlqul (1963 a). 
Tho values obtained In the present study may not agree 
with that of Slddlqul and Slddlqul (1968 a) In £. runctatufl In 
many respects. The difference may be attributed to dlfi'erent 
season of sampling and to different sizes of fishes* 
On the basis of the present study It could be assumed 
that the protein nitrogen- total nitrogen (PtJ/TN) relationship 
for freshwater fishes ranged between 0.900 and 0*966. Boury 
(1936) and Reay Q^ ^ . (1943) found the value of PN/TH to 
range from 0.36 to 0.37 for marine fishes and Campbell (1936) 
found 0.76 for lobsters* On the basis of all these studies 
69 
it could b© arid thet th© PT/KI rc»tlo Is specific for 
particular group of animals. 
Nutritional studies on fish protein are confined 
largely to the crude protein. Only scattorod information 
concerning the nutritive value of other fish protein are 
rvallpble. £11 tho fractions contcined in protein definitely 
play their respective roles in givii^ it high or low 
nutritive status. Bien considered colloetivGly the fish 
meat is at least of equiyalont value or probably of higher 
value than those commonly consumed taeats. Ho^ jK^ ver, the 
protein fractions in the fish laoct remain but little known. 
The study of protein fractions, their biological evaluation 
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T^BLE - 6 
EXTR/CTABLE niTROOEU COMPOSITION OF THE FRESH MEAT OF SO I^E 
COnrfON FRESH!'ATER FISH SPECIES 
S.No.i Species I 
I i Total 
E x t r a c t a b l e n i t r o g e n s 
T Weier 1 SeT? 1 Alkali 





















pa t l s , 
jGiaciiP 
fQ3ajLljL,g 
BMi,P.^ .^t^ >i£ 
fltr.ialfjia 
P.^ .lfR 



















Gm./lOO gm. f r e sh meat 
2 .69 2 .93 
1.76 3.27 
1.62 2 .99 
1.63 3 .16 
1.76 3 .63 
1.77 3 .41 
1.67 3.07 
1.62 2 .74 
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T/BLE - 7 
CRUDE nm PURE PROTnill COIITEIITS III THE FRESH MEAT OF SO"E 






















































L Crude p r p t e l n ^ 
I 1 
1 Ranee If r^nn 
Gm./lOO gm 
17 .8 -18 .7 
1 8 . 0 - 1 9 . 6 
1 9 . 6 - 2 0 . 2 
1 9 . 8 - 2 1 . 3 
1 7 . 2 - 1 8 . 6 
17 .0 -18 .7 
1 8 . 8 - 1 9 . 6 
1 8 . 6 - 1 9 , 3 
2 1 . 8 - 2 3 . 4 
21.8—23.1 
1 9 . 8 - 2 2 . 0 
1 9 . 4 - 2 1 . 0 
1 8 . 3 - 1 9 . 3 
1 6 . 9 - 1 8 . 8 
1 6 . 4 - 1 6 . 9 
1 6 . 3 - 1 6 . 8 
1 4 . 9 - 1 6 . 8 
















1 6 . 8 
16 .3 
16 .0 
1 P^re c r o t 
{ 
I Ranse 






































M = llp.le 
F 1= Female 
TABLE - 8 
COlPOGlTIOn OF IHTB/CSLLUL/'iR PROTCin OF THE FRI3CH ISAT OF SOiMB 





I I I R o s l d u a l I T o t a l T T I 0 (b) 
I i luscle lAlb tua lnUnt ra* U n t r a - I j^Q I ••• 
I g l o b u l i n I ICQIXUIELT l e e l l u l & r X I B (b) 
I \ ip ro t©ln i p r o t o i n 1 I 
X , iQii,i ,1 iK . I A X . fi \ X I , . 




2. £ . BUmha 
(b) (c) 
3 . £ . en tin, 



















6.9e 3 .63 6 .80 0 .606 
41.70 21 .20 34 .96 97.36 
42.70 21 .60 36 .70 76 .6e 
7 . 0 8 2 . e6 3.60 0.S60 
37.90 13 .60 46 .31 87.31 
33,70 13 .90 47 .30 34.21 
6 .61 2.26 7 .40 0.340 
39.60 13 .40 44 .66 96.66 
40 .90 13 .30 4 6 . 2 0 84.16 
6 .76 2 .26 3.60 0.334 
37 .60 12 .60 47 .7a 97 .33 
33 .30 12 .30 43 .90 36 .23 
6.77 2 .34 10 .90 0 .419 
32.20 13 .60 62 .21 97 .91 
33 .90 13 .30 63 .30 84 .41 
6.67 3.91 3,90 0.442 
34.60 16 .30 47 .41 97 .21 
36.40 16 .70 43 .70 31 .91 
6.60 2 .63 7 . 4 0 0.404 
33,40 16 .60 43 .16 07.06 
39.60 16 .90 44 .40 31.66 
6.47 2 .42 6 .20 0.374 
44.30 16 .60 35 .71 96 .61 
46.90 17 .00 37 .10 30.01 
6 .23 1.77 6 .60 0 .313 
44.30 12 .60 39 .76 96.06 
46 .00 12 .60 41 .40 33.9£ 
(a) = Qm./lOO ga. fresh raest. Cb) » Om./lOO gm. pure protein 
(c) = Gm./lOO ga. to ta l Intracel lular protein 
T/BLE - 9 
STROMA PROTEIN COKTEOT III THE FREHH fffiAT OF SOriE CO:t:fON 
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STUDIBS OH THE AMIIIO ACID MAKE PP OF 
Ui iiiMii i>ii II wiMiw—1« II Mill 1 . mi m I M l ill iwiiiiwiinwpw—ii«wi>i»i»i'piiifii» i^r tpB^w • •• ••. • . —ii—it-* 
OPHICEPHALUS PONCTATUS (BLOCK) AND S0!4E OTHER 
FRESHl-JATER FISH SPECIES 
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Sti© reoosnitlen that fish contain proteins of superior 
nutritional properties places them in a specially importrnt 
catp^ory of food, y^ .ccording to Loovri (1802), Hsndereon nnd 
Deen (1903) end Henriquoo ond Hansen (1906) the protein 
nutrition is breically amino oeii nutrition. Therefore, the 
nutritive value of moat or any protein source is determined 
by its total aoino acid content, rather than the algebrio 
sum of its individual protein constituents* 
Generally in nutritional studies of fish meat nutritive 
effects have commonly been attributed only to proteins and 
the cMBino acids contained therein, overlookins the possibility 
that the free (exogenous) araino acids mny add to the total 
effect. This realisation has led to en exhaustive study of 
the e3(Ogenous amino acids in the recent works. The advancement 
of chromatographical technieues makes possible clear 
distinction betvjeen the exogenous and the protein bound amino 
acids (Kuhnau, 1949} Blg^ jood, 196S and Dabrov/ski and 
Ganowiak, 1969), 
Free amino acids ere not stored as such in the tissue. 
They pre eith'^ r incorporated into protein or broken up by 
deamination and further oxidation into still smaller fract'ons. 
The first step in the utilisation of a;aino acids for protein 
synthesis is presumed to require their activation thereby 
incorporating the-a into polypeptide chains, aiade by 
62 
characterstlc peptide linkages. Therefore, besides protein 
bound and free amino acids inuscle contains a third group of 
amino acids termed as peptide bound amino acids. It thus 
becomes desirable for a complete assesment of the nutritive 
value to establish the amino acid (protein bound, free end 
peptide bound) composition of fish ousclo. 
The enrlloat data rolatlns to floh musclo are 
furnished by Osborne and Ifeyl (1903) and by Oliudr. rnd Oyooa 
(1916). Since then Innumerable analyses of the amino acid 
composition of fish protein have been made. Qelger (1943), 
Jacquot and Croac'h (1960) and Block and Boiling (1961) 
presented their reviews on amino acid composition of fish 
proteins. Other available listings are those of Deas end 
Tarr (1949), Wollando Q^ ^l* (1849), Konosu ^ i Si» (1966), 
Orr end ifett (1967), Connoll and HOvjgate (1969) end Love §^ £l< 
(1969). Indian fishes \;ero subjected to Investigation for 
their protein bound amino acids by /^ Irrn §^ £l. (1960), 
>\lrpn and Povrar (1962), Master and f!pgar (1964), fsarkar end 
Raha (1964), Chrrl (1967), Bose ^  ^a. (1963) and /ilexander 
(1967). 
Various studies are available on the free amino acids 
of fish flesh and the major listings are those of Kuhnnu 
(1949), Yudpev (1960), Budanova (1962), Blgwood (1963), 
iJuchateau and Florkln (1964 end 1967), Hodgklss and Jones 
(10t£), She\ir0n (19£6), Shewan and .Tones (1967), JUblkl and 
Slmldu (1969), Dabrowskl and Oanowlak (1969), Hughes 
(1969 ), Tones (1969) and Ranke (1969). Valanju aiul *^ ohonle 
63 
(1964), KplshnciDoorthl (1963), Sroenlvasan pjad ChcndrrasoUhprcn 
(leei) end Rlddlqul and Slddlqul (1963 b) Investigated the 
free anlno acids of the meat of Indian fishes. 
However, very little Is knovm about the peptide bound 
amino acids In the fish meat. Valuable contributionsaro those 
of Ranke ^  |ii. (1966), Ranke (1969) and Bramstedt and 
v:orzbacher (1960). 
fimino acids are Ronorally put under txsjo groups, essential 
and non-essential (Block and Boiling, 1061). Mong all the 
amino acids found in fish) lys'ne, leucine, Isoleuclne, 
methionine, phenylalanine, threonine, valine, arginine, 
hlstldine and tryptophan are essential while the rest are 
non-essential (Borgstrom, 1962). 
Present study deals x^ lth the age group and seasonal 
changes in amino acid composition (protein bound, free and 
peptide bound) in the meat of 0. punetatus. The amino acid 
make uo of the meat of some common freshwater fishes has also 
been determined. 
PROTEIN BOUHD>^INO ;>CID 
Out of all the essential amino acids only nine \rore 
found in raeasureable quantity in both the sexes while typtophen 
64 
was found in traces in all th© nge groups In the nzuscle 
protein (Tables 1-4 end Flsuros 1-4). Ilrles wore found to 
contain greater amount of lysine then the females while 
arglnine, histidine, leucine, isoloucinoi thr@c»iin©f 
methionine and phenylalanine (except in 4th year age group) 
xjQTo in greater auountg in females than in males (Fisur© 1-4). 
But tlie distribution of valine was interesting in the sense 
thrt it MtxD higher in maloo of 1st and 2nd year ago QVOMPB 
i.^ ereas the females of 3rd and 4th year ago groups contained 
more amount of valine then in males* 
Lysine was found to increase with the age of fish in 
both the sexes* Leucine (in females), arginine, histidine, 
isoleucine, valine, threonine (in mrles), methionine end 
phenylalanine did not follow any regular pattern of incronse 
or decrease as the age of fish increased. Leucine in males 
decreased as the age of fish advanced. In females threonine 
had a tendency to increase in amount with the age of fish. 
Leucine was found to dominate the essential amino 
acid pool while phenylalanine was lowest in amount in 
comparision to other essential amino acids* 
Eight non-essential amino acids were found present in 
all the age groups (Tables 1-4 and Figures 1-4). The amounts 
of serine, glutamic acid, espartlc acid, alanine and glycine 
viere greater in males than in females while the values of 
cysteine, tyrosine and proline were higher in females. 
Flguro 1. l"nino acid composition of the 
skelotal muscl© of I s t yoar age 
eroup of OphlcQPhi^ ^ytg •m"«tf,l3^„g. 
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Figure 2 . Amino ccld compooltlon of the 
skelotol niuscle of 2nd year ege 
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Figure 3 . ilinlno acid co-nposltlon of the 
ske l e t a l niuscle of Srd year age 
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Figure 4 , Anfilno acid composition of the 
ske le t a l muscle of 4th year age 
group of Ophlcephalus punctatus. 
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The concentration of alanine Increased with the age 
only In males. Serine and glycine decreased with the 
advancing ago of the fish. Changes in ather non-essential 
amino acids did not exhibit any definite pattern. OlutGraio 
acid dominated the non-ossentlal anino acid pool in all the 
age groups except In the raales of 3rd year age group inhere 
aspartlc acid dominated the pool. Mlno acid cysteine was 
found in much lower amount than the rest of the nonnassential 
amino acids. 
Seasonal studies of protein bound amino acids revealed 
the presence of all the ten essential amino acids ( Figures 1 
and 2, Chapter I). Ifost of the essential amino acids varied 
from 1.04 gm. to 6.09 gm. in males and from 0.39 gm to 8.30 gm. 
in females (Tables 7-IS and Figures 7•IS). Lysine and leucine 
varied from 5.11 gm. to 10.62 gm. in meles and from 4.10 gni. 
to 10.24 gm. in females (Tables 6 and 6 and Figures 6 and 6 ) . 
Tryptophan though found present throughout the year could 
not be estimated cjuantltatively due to some technical 
difficulties (Table 14) • Lysine was found in higher atjounts 
in males while threonine in females (Tables 6 and 10 and 
Figures 5 and 10). Rest of the amino acids were found to 
vary with the seasons but did not follow any definite pattern 
of change in most of the cases. Hlstidine, phenylalanine and 
methionine decreased considerably during spawning period 
(Figures 3, 9 and 18). 
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Eight non*@ssentlnl amino acids namelyt rapartlc acid, 
alanine, glutamic acid, glycine, cysteine, proline, serine 
and tyrosine were found present throughout the year 
(Tables 16-32 end Figures X4-21). All the non-essential ooino 
acids varied from 0.40 gin. to 7.46 gm. in mr»les and from 0.46 gn. 
to 6.61 gm. in feraaloo except glutaoic acid i^ich rcnsod from 
16.61 gm. to 18.93 gm. in males and from 13.92 gm. to 16#16gm. 
in females* Mples wore found to contain greater araounto of 
alanine and glutamic acid (o3:cept in Juno) than the males. 
The value of tyrosine was foimd higher in females than in males. 
Hon-essential amino acid pool is doialnated by glutamic acid 
in both the sexes. 
Aspartic acid (in males) and glycine ircro found to 
decrease while glutamic acid and tyrosine in males and proline 
in both the sexes increased during spasming period. 
All tho ten essential amino acids were found present 
in the protein of all the fresh\trater fishes in the present 
study and varied from 1.01 gm. to 11.34 gm. in males end from 
1.09 gm. to 11.26 gm. in females (Tables 23-31 and Figures 22-30). 
The concentration of tryptophan was highest in L. yoliita and 
A* ^tty, J. yittfi^p (Tables 23, SO and 31 and Finjures 22, 29 
and SO) and the lowest value was found in J. o^ssil^ La (Table 27 
and Figure 26). Only lysine was found in greater anoimt in 
msles than in females while isoleucine, methionine, phenylalanine 
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throonino pnd hlst idine ^mro faoM in highor i^uountB in 
fomelos (TnbloG 3S-G1 nnd Flguros 23-^0)» 
non*oooontip.l anino acldg nn shoim in the 2al^os 3 ? " ^ 
vrriofi froQ O.Gl gu. to 10.87 e«j. In tsnloo rmS froa 0,£9 giu 
to 0.15 cm. in foninXos* Gltatooic rci(f5 m^e tho only oseoption 
\5iieli ETHSccl fro3 3.a<l» sn» to 17.72 oi, in onloo end from 
t3.6£ cm. to 16.07 na« ill Ceianleo. Glutpaic ficia W^Q £oiia<l to 
Ccntncto t!io Ecn»ooconticl c lisio rci?^ Tjool rnt^  uro c^cptoF 
in oEoimto In janloo ttion in foanlon or.cept £» cr^ y^t^  (5!rblo SS-vl 
end Pigupoo 22-SO). Typosino \jr»s foun(3 to bo hlRhoP In foaelos 
thon in Eiales. 
m'^ A'W9 ,/^ c,;p 
Papor chpoiantonrnpliic otudiGc o* different p.g© n^o^Ps 
of i>» .punetpt^ i*ovoplotl tho proDonco of only nino osoontinl 
f^ oino rcirlB rp'^prrlnn PB e;?Ofenouc (Fi'^Tiros r nnd 4 , chc'Ptor I ) . 
The rfsngn nn"^  -aepn v^lti'^n fiPo r.ivon in the "i^ rblGo 1-4. 
"listidin©, igoleuctn© pnf^  lyoino uore fotind in greptep p^:ot2nts 
in ruplQB thpn in fGnalen in a l l tho pg© ppoups. ^rginine 
WP3 also found in gpontor pi.ount in OPIGS thpn in fe-^mlos 
except in 4th yopp P^ JG spoun i^ hcpo i t WP3 found in equnl 
Riiounts in both the ses^QB (TRMO 4 ) . The valuo of leucine 
WP3 higher in fe'aolos. 
i*yslnQ (in 'anlas only) pud ©pginine were the only Bmino 
ecic's which incpepsed in pnount PS the Pn:e of tho fiah 
Figure 6. Seasonal va r i a t ion In lys ine 
of Ophicephalus pimctatus. 
Protein bound Free Bsptide bound 
Ifele , J 
Female i i 
Figure 6 . Seasonal va r i a t ion in leucine 
of pPhicePlialyts .punctatug. 
Protein bound Free Peptide bound 
M a l e I' ': [] ' 
Female f l "1 !^ i 
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Figure 7 . Sensonal variation in isoleucine 
of QphicephQlus minetatug. 
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Figure 3* Reasonal variation in methionine 
of pp)tiicephnlu3 punctntua* 
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Figure 9. Seasonal variation In phenylalanine 
of Qphlcephalus punctatus. 
Protein bound Free Peptide bound 
Male 0 Q I 
Penile Q Q I 
Figure 10. Seasonal variation in threonine 
of Qphicephalus punctatus. 
Protein bound ££§§ Peptide bound 
Male I I I 
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Figure 13. Seeisonal variation In histldine 
of Ophlcephalus punctotUD. 
Protein bound fre^ Peptide bound 
Ifele S i 0 
•Female Q • 0 
Figure 14. Seasonal variation In asiKirt.ic acid 
of Ophlcephalus .punctntyis. 
Protein bound Fyee Peptide bound 
Female Q Q 
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Figure 15. Seasonal variestlon In alanine 
of Qphlcephaly^ jpj^r^tp^tas* 
Protein botmd fyeja Peptide bound 
Male ^ 1 m 
Female f] (1 
Figure 16. Seasonal variation In glutamic acid 
of OPhlcephalua punctatus* 
Protein bound ^yee Peptide bound 
Female D • EI 
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Figure 17. Soasonnl VRrletlon In glycine 










Figure 13, Seasonal varlrt ion in cysteine 
of Qphicephalus minetatug* 
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Figure 19. Seasonel variation in proline 
of 0£?^ ice,phQ3,Ha junct^tg^. 
Protein bound Free Peptide bound 
t%le B H 
Female R [] 
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Figure 20. Seasonal variation in serine 
of Ophicephalua mnctatus. 
Protein boupd ^rep Peptide bound 
:4ale | 
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IncroPBOd • Higtldine and leucine were found to decropse 
vlth th© incronslng age of the fish. LyDine and hlstldln© 
doalnatod the osogonoug essential asiino acid pool (Figttres 1-4). 
They ^ ©ro fo\md to be more than 100 rats, per 100 gm. of fro oh 
aoat ^ ile tdbe rest of the amino oclds ranged from 2.74 mg. 
to 20.31 tog* 
Cystelno (in fomales) and aspartic acid increased with 
the ago of fish u'hlle glutaaic acid and glycine decrepsed. 
Rest of tho non-essential r.'nlno ccids did not follou any 
definite pattern of change* Hon-essentlal amino acid pool 
is dominated by glycine except in 4th year age group wiier© 
glutamic acid In males and cysteine in females dominated tho 
pool • 
Out of nine essential a'oino ecid, apnoaring In th© 
exogenous systei of the rmiscle lysine and hlstldln© trap© 
found to be more than 30.0 lag. per 100 go. of fresh meat in 
both the sexes and dominated the pool of essential aoino acids 
(Tables 6 and 13 and Figures 6 and 13). The quantity of 
erglnlne was higher during the months of July to September 
(Table 12). Valine remained unchanged ;^/hile most of the a^ino 
acids 8hoi;ed low values during the spa^min^ period (Table 11 
and Figure 11). 
]lght non"-essential amino acids were found present 
throughout the year. Olutp^ iic acid, proline and tyrosine 
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ranged between 0*67 mg« to 6.00 mg» in males ^ ile In feraiales 
they ranged bet^ i/een 0,73 tog. to 6.£7 og. (Tables 17, 20 and 22). 
Aspartic BCld, alanine, cysteine and serin© varied from 
10.22 dg. to 24.03 og. and from 0.36 sag. to 24.43 mg. in males 
and foniales peopoctivoly (Tables If, 16, 19 and 21 end 
Figures 14, 15, 18 end 20). Glycine was found to bo highest 
in aiaount (above 23.23 rag.) among oil the non-osoontiel amino 
acids and w,s found higher in males than in feraalos (Table 18 
end Figuro 17). 
A wido range in the values of essential amino acids 
(0.6 mg. to 2e4,3 rag. in lanles and from 0.7 mg. to 239.9 rag* 
in females) vms found in tho fish species investigated 
(Tables 23-31 end Figures 23-30). Minimum amount of froo 
amino acids wis found in ^ 1. vittatyts and the maximum in 
£• ?napup (Figures 26 and 30). Similarly a \;ido range of 
non-essential free aiiino acids (0.£ rag. to 94.3 mg. in males 
and from 0.6 mg. to 103.£ m» in females) was found, /a 
usual some amino acids showed higher values in males while 
others in females as shown in the Tables 23-21 and Figures 
22-30. 
PBPTiuB Bomro mmo ACID 
Age group atjidy 
The composition of peptide bound amino acids of various 
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age groups is given In the Tebles l-4» Considerable p.piounts 
of ftrginlne, hlstldlne, leucine, vnllne f»nd lysine eraong 
essential amino acids end glutamic acid and alanine (except 
In 4tti yenr age croup) among non-essentlcl aalno acids were 
found present In all the age groups* Best of the amino acids 
oisrhlblted Irrogularltleo as to their presence In appreciablG 
amounts In different age groups (Figures 1-4) • 
Anong essential amino acids lyslno, leucine, arglnlne, 
hlstldlne and valine were found present In most of the months 
(Tables 6, 6 end 11-IS). The rest of the anlno acids ijere 
either altogether absent or sometimes found In negligible 
amotmts end sometimes in appreciable amounts (Tables 6-12 and 
Figures 6-13) • Ilon-ossentinl amino acids such as aspartic 
acid, alanine, glutamic acid and cysteine r^ere also found 
present round the yenr mostly in aprireciable amounts. 
99r^vprMyp ^pp9]m% 
Lysine, arglnine, hlstldlne and glutamic acid occured 
consistently in all the fish species except glutamic acid in 
£• "aa^ i^ff PJad females of J. ;roaallia and ranged between fc.O mg. 
to S3.2 mg. Other aialno acids were found either inconsistent 
among the fish species In the present study or occured in 
negligible amounts (Tables 33-31 and Figures 22-30). 
Figure 21. Seasonal variation In tyrosine 
of Ophicephalus T?unctatu,^. 
Protein bound Free P&ptlde bound 
Male g I 0 
Female Fl jjj ^ 
Figure 22. /.mino acid composition of the 
skeletal rmisclo of ^abeo rohi ta . 
,^ote,ln boffl<^  F£2£ Peptide bound 
'^^ i I 
Female f l fj 
1 . Lyalne 
2. Leucine 
3 . Xsoleucine 
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Figure 23. Amino acid composition of the 
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Figure 24. Amino acid composition of the 
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Figure 26. Amino acid composition of the 
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Figure 28. Amino acid composition of the ske le t a l 
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Figure 29. Amino acid composition of the skeletal 
muscle of Wallagonla attu. 
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Figure 30. Amino acid composition of the ske l e t a l 
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It lo gGnorElly rocognlsod thrt protoin contont of 
tho fish lauBClo chpncos tmder varying envlronaontrl conditions 
(Ghowon, 1961). Otlior foe tors such GS socson, otcto of 
maturity, r.routh, spciaalng, food cuad feeding hnblto otc, 
InfluoncG tho cLolno odd coui»oition. aighos (1969 ) 
observed the effect of bcctorlpl cttQCks on tho omlno o d d 
composition* 
H reported OGrllor some amino acids increased vjiille 
others decreased ro tho age of fish Increased. Arglnlne 
vjhlch is required for gro^jth (Osor, 196£), HAS found In a 
very loi^  amount in tho enrly stage s of crouth Ind lent Ins 
that It is being incorporated In protein building end 
crentlne synthesis. Harper (1963) found thrt arglnlne takes 
part in creatine synthesis. It Is in agreement t^ ith tho 
findings of Budanova (18E3) in sturgeon muscle. 
ik> definite conclusions can be draiai regarding the 
changes of aiaino acids in rosT)onse to changes in age groups 
because the physiological role of the aaino acids is 
difficult to deduce in view of inadequecy of tho dat-a. 
Tiu'ari and nrlvastava (1962 a) reported that the amino 
acid composition of muscle protein of ^ . rohitfji changes as 
tha fish srows. 
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Two periods of intensive feeding of JO, pmictntua 
have been reported, one is from rferch to May end the other 
one from October to November (nayyum and oaslm, 1964). The 
rise in the contents of protein bound amino acids, histidine, 
phenylalanine end threonine coincides vith the first period 
of intensive feeding d^ille the rest of the essential aniino 
acids shoved practically no change. Among the free amino 
acids the value of histidine incroesed in the same period 
of intensive feeding. Difference in the lysine contents 
beti^en winter and summer samples were reported by Ranke and 
Bramstedt (196a)* 
Mong the protein bound non-essential amino acid 
proline (only in females) and alanine decreased during the 
period of intensive feeding. Tyrosine, serine and glutamic 
acid remained somewhat unchanged throughout the year. 
Glycine, alanine, glutat^ic acid, aspartic acid and serine 
among free amino acids did not show any regular pattern of 
change. Remaining protein bound and free non-essential amino 
acids showed irregtilar patterns. Peptide bound amino acids 
also did not show any definite correlation with feeding of 
the fish, /recording to Block (1959) minor changes do take 
place in the relative amount of free amino acid composition 
of the flesh of wild and cultivated trout under the influence 
of different natural and artificial diet. 
Protein bound arginlne, histidine, phenylalanine and 
threonine decreased during the spawning period. Lysine showed 
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nn Increment nhlle leucine, valine and Isoleuclne reaelned 
imchanged. Eudpnove (19C2) PISO observed an Increase in lysine 
content in sturgeon tsuscle during gone&d ctGtur&tion. l%thionlne 
shoved fluctuations throughout the yenr. 
During spawjing period free hlstldine, TdienylGlpjiine 
end leucine decroosod, lysine Increesed, voline and threonine 
reaoin almost unchongod end the rest of the aiaino pclds did 
not show any correlotion with the s;Jmjnlno. !Jhe Incrense in 
lysine during spasming period is contrary to the findings of 
Shewen rnd Jones (1957) who found a fall In the lysine contents 
during spawning period and the fall ^ ras attributed to opollcge. 
Krishnemoorthy (1967) observed n progressive increrse of 
protein bound phenylalanine and threonine in the ovary .of 
?^y8tug peonffhala during gonad devolopaent. The fall in the 
amount of phenylalanine and threonine in the nuscle in the 
present study coincides ^ ith the period of active gonad 
building and it is likely that these tvio amino acids are being 
diverted in a grerter ar.otint than the rest. 
Protein bound alanine and proline increased during 
spawning period. Tyrosine, serine and glutandc acid did not 
show touch changes throughout the spawning period. Free 
glycine, alanine, glutr'aic acid and aspartic acid also remained 
unchanged. Chpnges in the amount of regaining protein bound 
and free a'nino raids were not very niuch conspicuous. 
The study of protein bound essential amino pcids 
revealed thfit lysine, erglnine and leucine showed wide varlat'on 
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In Queiitlty from species to spocles. The remaining essentir^l 
c-nino ftcids did not show very wide rpnge. |.. rohite^ 
£• aclEfiia^and ^ . ^9mMs wore found to be the best source 
of essentiei cinino no ids. Hext to tdiese vore C, ^rnup^ 
Q. jmSMam^ £• ^B^^BI H' £ ^ £ S and 0. &tT.%p,t^M' forest 
source of osccntiel Gsino nclds uco J.* yittntup. /Hthouoh 
h* rohitfl and C. farJRt^Xfi the best source of essentiol 
amino acids but they containod lot^ er acount of leucine than 
£• pi^ f^ ur. Phenylalonine was also lower in amount in |j. yohita 
than in£. Bmm^ 
Occurence of hij^ her amounts of lysine in males and 
histidine in females is in aeroemont with the findings of 
Sekine (1921) and Sokino and /aiiyema (1©26). In the present 
study lysine varied from 2.06 gm. to 9.81 gra. Some earlier 
investigators reported the rrnse of lysine from 6.0 gm. to 
3.0 gn. in marine fishes (Osborne and lioyl, 1909? Okuda and 
Oyama, 1916 j Ileilnnds si» l!i»» 1®*^ P-^ d Deas and Tarr, 1S49) 
and from 0«2 gu. to 0.7 gm. (Abfierhalden Q^ ^•, 19S6j 
Pottlnger end Baldwin, 1946; Deas pnd Tarr, 1943| Beach £t pi.. 
1043 end Mwprds Q^ igi., 1946) in marine as well as freshwater 
fishes. The value of lysine reported in Indian marine 
teleosts varied from 3.70 gm* to 3.03 gm. (Venkrtrrmpn anfl 
Chari, 19E7) m d from 11.84 gtn. to IE .30 gm. in sharks 
(^ mbe end Gohonie, 19£7). The range of lysine observed In 
the present study is in close agreement with that of 
Venkatareman and Chari (19£7). 
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The value of arginino rnngod frora 4.36 gu. to 3«22 go. 
In thG present study except n. ylttatui? which contained lower 
values v^llo a range of 6.2 gm, to 10.2 gm. has heen reported 
in Indian marlno fishes (Venkateraman and Charl, 19£7) and 
9.2 Qa* to 10.69 gn, in olasiaobrenchs (/ab© and Sohonie, 1957). 
Valanju and Rohonio (19C7 b) found ax^lnlno to be provolant 
in Indian toleosts. Other tjorkers Ilk© Osbbrno and Heyl (1903),. 
/bdorhaldon ^ ^ , (19r6), Eorch n^ ^ , (1943), Sdurrds Q^ £i. 
(1046) and Doas ond Terr (1948) have reported a rrnge of 
4.6 gn, to 3.0 cm. In fishes. 
Low osiount of tryptophan in tlio fish fauscle have boen 
reported by Does and Terr (1949) and Konosu ^  §1,, (19£6) and 
specially so in Indian fish species (Mnster and '&sar, lOM 
and Lohiry and Proctor, 19£6). Therefore, its absence In 
some of the fish species in the present study may bo du© to 
its occurence in even lalnor quantity that aight have escaped 
detection (Siddiciui and Sidcliqui, 1968 b). 
I» !'• gt^ tu and £. ,yariga^ f. highest amount of non-essential 
anino acids was found and the lot^st in 5* £§S32£* ^ 6 rearlnlng 
specie8 showed modernte vaJLues* The values of cysteine found 
in the present study were quite comparable to those reported 
in shark (/tube an«3 sohonie, 19£7) uhile JJ. ptt^^ S» minctrtua^ 
S^» yitriptUH and £• F»*^ fW showed low cysteine levels. Ifehadeven 
(19£0) in Kast Indian fishes, Kulkarni (1963) in Bombay fishes 
and Master and rfegar (1964) in paket reported the presence 
of cystine instead of cysteine. It has been pointed out by 
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Sldfilqul pnd Slddlqiii (1963 b) thrt on© or tho other form 
of cystine is to be foxmd In fishes* They have even fotmd 
both of the forms of cystine in some species ¥hlch shows 
the partial oxidation of cysteine to cystine has taken pl&ce 
at the time of sa^ jpllng* It is t^ e^ll Imovn that the oxidation 
of cysteine to cystine proceeds readily in the body (Harper, 
1963). 
h* yohl,tp ranked highest in its protein bound aaino^ rr'3 
v^oreas C. mrj^ gaklt II* S&£S^ M* S9Mlll&% Si' jypc,t.n^ >^ 
£• fiaiifif £• fif^fo^T ^^^ £• gtriatttfl came next in thrt order. 
M» vittatus wre found to bo the poorest source of oil protein 
bound amino acids. Ifoitjover, from tho present study it became 
quite evident that freshwater fishes exhibit excellent 
aGiinoeram. This is in agroomont \jith the findings of Ooiger 
and BoroStrom (1962). 
Paper chromatof^raphic studies revealed the presence 
of nine free essential amino acids in all the fish species 
studied. Free tryptophan was found absent in oil tho fish 
species except carps where it was noticed in traces only. 
The absence of tryptophan end Its presence in traces in 
carps may be due to its occurrence in minor quantity. 
Valfinju and Sohonle (1964) found the presence of seven amino 
acids in the free stpte in the Indian fishes. Siddiaul and 
Siddiqui (19£.3 b) ret?orted the presence of ell the ten 
essential amino acids in J., yohitft and £. far^ pr^ p.i nine in 
£• Punctat);^ ^ nncl J|. j^osgi^p iiAiich lacked tryptophan pnd 
77 
only eight In £• fapppy \rtilch was devoid of lysine pnd 
tryptophan* Lysine dominr^ ted the pool of e^ sogenous essential 
amino acids In the present study. Ujausuolly high amount of 
lysine was found in fi. laymctatua (103.7 mg. In males Rnd 
116*0 rag, in females), 0* ^triatua (137*3 mg. In males and 
129*6 OS* In females) and ].'. atti:^  (143.4 03. In aalos ond 
lS9.a mg. In females). DuChateau (Sp p^. (1969) found lysine 
to doialnate the pool of free amino acids of carps. 
Hlstldlne level in £. faaf!ur was unusually high (264,3 mo. 
in males and 239,9 rag. In females). In ^ * jrpsfllll^ , 0, punctptus 
and ]i* fitt]a the values of hlstldlne ifere more than 110.0 lag. 
^lle In the remaining species It rrngod beti/oen 0*6 n^* to 
23*4 mg. Xudaev (1960) and DuChateeu and Florltln (1964) found 
hlstldlne to vary from 187 m» to 241 mg, per 100 gm. 
In carp meat. DuChatoru rnd Florkln (1964) and She wan (1C66) 
In herring•mackerel*tuna ^roup found hlstldlne content to bo 
quite high, Hlblkl and ni'nldu (1969) reported hlstldlne as 
high as 2000.0 mc« (2.0 ga.) par 100 gm. of moat. Garplko 
was found to be the richest source of hlstldlne (Ranlte, 19£0). 
Only eight non-essential amino acids ^eve found present 
in the free state in the present study. Slddlqul and Slddlqul 
(1963 b) plso reported the presence of elnht non-essential 
amino acids in ^ . yohltfi nnd £. mylftp^ a while nine In 
0* ,raffl>tB,1iB,8» S.* mSM^ 3* f:9MMs end I.!* J2li^ ££^ M* 
Asaarsgine end cltrulllne as found by Rlddlqul and nlddlqul 
(1963 b) wer^ found absent In the present study. Valanju and 
r^sj 
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Sohonlo (19£7 a) end Slddlqui rnd Siddlqul (1963 b) reported 
the rbsence of proXino In freshwater fishes* The absence 
could bo due to Its breakdown to other products as rcfcyted 
by Obpta QX fii» (1©£1) • 
In tho present study Glycine wis found to doalnrte 
the pool of otogenous amino acids in carps end C. jSSSHS* 
Tyrosine doEilnated In 5. ^osaillp^ 0. ptriatus. ]f. £ j ^ and 
U, vittatup. 
Best sources of total froo amino acids were C. tnaftur 
^^^ M* fossilis as they contained more tdJelh 600 ii^ » free 
amino acids per 100 gm. fresh meat. Nesit to them TrJoro 
Erurrels (more than 400 rag.) and carps (moro than 300 ng.)« 
Poorest source of free amino acids was ii» vittfr^ tu^  (more than 
200 mg,). 
Appreciable Increase In the amount of lysine (except 
females of JJ. fpaailj-p), arglnlno and hlstldinc in the 
supernatant of the elcohol extract after hydrolysis was noted 
In all tho species investigated. Leucine In 0. aunctatus^ 
£• aStT^^Xm <«>nly in males), C. mjv^r and ^. ^o^pilisi 
isoeucine in 0, punctatus (only in males) and In £• maf^ urt 
valine in C. ml£^A$ £• S^^Xa* 0. .pi^ c^ f^ ^^ g and 0. fl,^Fifi<iHfi 
(only In males) were also found In considerable amounts. 
Heat of the essential amino acids were found below £.0 !ag« 
Paptide bound tryptophan was totally absent In all the 
species. 
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Mom non-essentlRl amino Eclds cystelns In 0. punctetua 
£• gtriettts and Jl, fos^llipt glutamic ecld In all the fish 
spades except C, niftnur and ]]• o^sfill^ La wera found In 
sufficient etmounts. ThB amounts of ^sportlc acid In murrels 
ond U. jattu end alanine In 0. pu^ctrtuSf ^. sisMM^t £• SSZHSi 
G»^ !!• jCosgllla isror© also conolderablo enough. Hest of the 
non-^ssontlal aolno acids \rarc cither found totally absent or 
found In negllfrlble ansounts* 
Ranlte (lOfcD) found an Incrocse in amount of amino,acids 
in the hydrolysed supematont of SCf alcohol in the fish x 
miscle* He notod Increase In hlstidine, lysine« leucine, 
isoleuclne, phenylalanine, valine among essential amino nclds 
and glutamic acids, alanine, and aspartlc acid among 
non<*e ssential amino acid* Ranlce (1969) and Brarastodt and 
Merbach (1961) found consldernble rise In lysine after 
hydrolysis of the supornotant of B6f alcohol of the raucclo 
of tench, brean and pope. Bramstedt and v?orzbacher (ICCiO) 
also found an Increase In alanine In the supernatant from 
trout Willie slight increase in aspartlc acid, leucine, 
isoleucine, phenylalrnino and valine. Ranke QX fii» (1S£^) 
have discovered a peptide in smelt and trout muscle which 
yielded glutamic pcid, aspartlc acid, glycine, serine, alanine 
and traces of threonine after acid hydrolysis of the supernetpnt 
of 36f alcohol extract* 
30 
Many of the ©orllop data were obtr^ined without the 
benefit of ^ e more recent technical improvemente end besUea 
that, the methods of amino acid determination, the sampling 
procedures and the methods ©aployod for th© hydrolysis of 
the protein frequently V3OTQ unsatisfactory end differ 
mcPKedly from each other* In addition, the values proocnted 
by different investlnotorg are not strictly comparable since 
the variable non-protoin nitrogen of fishes in many cases 
has not been considered in the calculation of the a^ iount of 
amino acid present. The contrast bet^^en the present figures 
and those of earlier ijorkers may be attributed to better 
methods of analysis novr available and to a more accurate 
distinction dra\m experimentally betv/een tho free amino acids 
and those that are bound to protein. 
There Is normally a dyanamic equilibrium botvoon the 
amino acids derived fro^ a the food end tlwse derived from the 
breahdowi of tho tissues, and also between the amino acids 
derived from one tissue and those derived from the other. 
But in the course of this endless flus some amino acids are 
broken down irreversibly and their nitrogen content is 
excreted in the urine, mainly as urea (Keele and Hell, 196r). 
Therefore, the physlolosicel state of the fish at the time 
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IHTRODPCTIOH 
Filosphorus Is essentlpl to cell laatoboiisia* f^st of 
the phosphorus is concentroted In the nucleus* It combines 
to form TJhosphoppotolns, which Inltlct© zmasclo action. 
Phosiihollplda are associated with structural units of all 
protoplasm CChcms ©^ £|.., 1960) and rro essential In 
oetabollso (Jrcquot, 1961). The function and distribution 
of phosphomis compounds of maomallan muscle has been 
extensively investigated. Our linoijledge of tiies© compounds 
in fish muscle is comparatively recent and their study xms 
initiated by Terr (1860). 
Distribution of phosphorus compounds has been studied 
by Tsrr (1960), Rakeno (1960) and Hekano and Tsuchlya (1©60) 
in fish imsclo. Chrng jgjg jjl. (1960) studied the distribution 
of phosphorus compounds in the major tissues of spa-wnine 
salmon. Earlier analyses of fish muscle referred only to 
total phosTjhorus. The fact that phosphorus occurs In fish 
in the form of high energy phosphates, phosphoprotelns, 
nucleic acids etc. limits the value of total phoslSiorus 
determination (Jacquot, 1961). The data pertaining to 
phosphorus fractions of fish muscle are few and scattered. 
Bhushana Rao (196£) studied the different fractions of 
phosphorus in the muscle of an Indian fish and Siddiqul and 
Siddiqul (19t»6) in the blood of a murrel. 
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In the prQsent study inorcnnic jphosphortie, ester 
phosphorus, totPl ncld soluble phosphorus ©nd lipid 
phosphorus heve been determined In 0. punctntus In different 
age groups end in different seasons end In some other 
freshwater fishes* 
The average amount of inorganic phosphorus in mnlos 
of different age groups of 0. imnctptus ranged fron 196 E S . 
to 294 E3s» In Qeles \iihlle In females from 177 mg. to 272 123. 
(Table I ) . Ifeslrauia values j^ere obtrlnod in the second yopr 
age group and the alnlraua in the 4th year age group (Figure 1 ) . 
Ifeles conteined taore Inorr^anlc phosphorus than the feaales 
except in 3rd year age group (Table 1 ) . 
^fi^o^fil yfiy^ f tlpfl 
Seasonal variations in the inorganic phosphorus 
content are quite epnarent (Table 2 ) . I&ximuia aaount of 
Inorgenic phosphorus was noted in y^ pril (200 EK^, in males 
end 2£0 mg. in fpoalos) and the minimuia in noptomber (100 i^, 
in males and 96 nag. In feoiales). 
Figure 1. Phosphorus fraction contents 
of different ago groups of 
Ophicephalus punctatus* 
Figure 2. Phosphorus fraction contents 
of some freshwater fish species. 
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Th© amount of Inor^pnlc phosphorus started decreRsing 
In the month of Decetibep and continued upto February. In 
Mprch ond /prll It Increased end egaln decreased In the 
spQ^mlng period ropchlng Ito nlnliaum In Beptosiber. A sharp 
rise In Inorc^nic phosphorus content Is noted in October 
(FiGuro S ) . 
Coraprrrtiyo account 
Highest Goount of inornonic phosphorus was found in 
males of Jf» fittu (270 og.) and In fcmplos of ^ . punctptt^p 
(230 mg,) \*ile the females ond mrles of respective fish 
species contained 220 cng. and 246 QG. respectively* C. fiinmir. 
M» ,^0fisilMt ^» fitr^ptua and C, patlp and £. pyi^plfi v/ero 
next to them in that order* J^, yohltp ond Jl. vittptus tjere 
the poorest source of inorganic phosphorus (Figure 2 ) . 
Individual variation was high in the case of males of C, catla. 
C, mmS.i R»^ -*• f^9S^lrUM ond females of 0, flt^y.^p.^g ^ B 
revepled by the standard error (Table 3 ) . 
In males ester tihosT^orus varied from 136 mF,» in 
1st yenr age s^oup to 236 rag, in 4th year age group (Table 1 ) . 
It is quite evident that it decreased in anount as the age 
of nale fish increased (Figure 1)» In the case of females 
no such correlation vas obtained end the lowest amount was 
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found In second year ego group (96 lag.) rnd the highest in 
fourth year ege group (864 mg.). The males of ell the f»ge 
group shoved higher values then females. 
The amount of ootor phooifliorus uas found to vary 
seaoonally from H I mg. to 267 mg. in males and from 76 ran* 
to 200 rag. in fomales (Table 2) . Ester lihosphorus values 
were found to bo comparatively low from I?ovoaber to Fobruary 
in both the sezos (Figure 4 ) , Jn the rest of the months the 
ester phosphorus content remained high, Ifeles contained 
higher-amount of ester phosphorus than the females except in 
the month of October, 
k* SSUiifit 2« a.^r^^Pm P«<3 :!• £iiSl» in that order, 
tjero found to contain higher amounts of ester phosphorus 
than the rest of the species where the value ranged between 
40 rag, to 130 mg. (Figure 2 ) , Lowest amount of ester 
phosphorus was found in Jl* foaailis. Individual vaila*"lon 
WPS high in the case of males of 0, jaffictptjaa, 0, ^triatus 
pjid M. vitta^y^ and in females of j£. faan^ r and ^. vittatu^ 
(Table 2 ) . 
Figure 3, SSDCOHGI varintion In laorgonlc 
phosnhorus of Ophicephnlus punctatus* 
Figure 4. Se&sonal varlntlon in ester phosphorus 
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:^P'^^j, tap myaiE^^ ?im?mm^ 
t%l0s were found to contain erector amounts of to ta l 
acid soluble phosnhoruo then females (Figure 1 ) . i'otol pcld 
soluble phosifiioruo V£\lu©s varied from 339 ras. to 431 sg. In 
DDIOO end from S39 C3. to 426 03. in fenuiloo (Tabic ! ) • 
SoQoonplly to ta l odd soluble phosphorus varied fporn 
260 lag, to 440 ins# in oplos rnd from 211 mg* to 410 ms. In 
females (Table 2) • Exceptionally high values t^ere recorded 
in nnles from tferch to -Tuly iZBO mc* to 440 rag.) end in 
female0 fron I^rch to Tune (SS2 tag. to 410 mg.). Loueot 
values tjoro found in the month of Septerabor. In the res t 
of the months the values did not show much variat ion. 
U* g|^t^ "ma found to contain the highest aEount of 
to ta l acid soluble phosphorus (410 mg. in laalos and 400 rag. 
in females) viiilo the lowest amount was found In %^ vi t tatup 
(210 rag. in males and 200 rag. in females). In the res t of 
the fishes the values ranged between 270 mg. to S30 mrj. 
(Table S) . ^^ples of a l l the fish species except J . foss i l l s 
and 0. j t r i e tu^ were found to contain greater a^nounts of 
to ta l acid soluble phosphorus than the fosnales (Figure 2 ) . 
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LIPID P?To,?Pnoro 
Lipid phooi^orus increases with th@ age of th® fishes 
(Figure 1 ) . It VGriod from 1£6 mg. to 174 nig# in raples pnd 
from 134 fag. to 173 rag* in femelos (Toblo 1 ) . 
Lipid phosphorus varied from 117 og. to 133 tag. in 
naolos end from 128 mg. to 144 lag, in foaoles during the 
months of October to April (Teble 2)« During the spaiming 
period it varied fro-a 161 ng. to 171 rag. in males end frota 
167 rag• to 176 nig. in females* Ifeles wore found to contain 
lesser amounts of lipid phosphorus then the females 
(Figure 6 ) . 
,CQ>np^ r,PtiYQ IRCppm^ 
Richest source of l ip id phosphorus was j:'« Rttu (230 lag. 
in males and 260 mg» in females). £* pa^ jLfi (206 tag, in males 
and 220 mg. in females) and ^ . ptr iatus (190 rag. in males end 
201 mg. in females) were next to J;', pttyi in l ipid phosphorus 
content. i | . £s2]i^« £• M i E i ^ t £• BSS^% S* P.9^S^U^ f^^^ 
Q.» .TTupctfitytp contained more then 100 mg. of l ipid phosphorus 
(Table 8 ) . JJ. yi t ta tua was found to be the poorest source 
(30 mg. in males and 83 mg. in females)'. Femplcs were found 
to contain greater ainount of l ip id phosphorus than the males 
(Figure 2 ) . 
Flgurct 6* soasonal verlatlon In l ip id phosphorus 





It has elroady boon pointed out that the dlot 
dlfferencQo at dlfforcnt grotrth steges m d at different 
times of th© yoc»r, feeding intensity nnd opawiing hove a 
considerable effect on the various tissue compononto. 
Vlnogrodov and Odum (1S63) have also pointed out that th© 
variation in the mineral contents VQTQ tied to nuaerous 
factors such as age, sex and the sexual maturity of the 
animal• 
Phosphorus content in 5. punctatyts was found to change 
with slsse and age of the fish. Changes In phosphorus content 
of different size of fish have also been observed by 
Love (1957)• 
It is well knovTn that the phosidiorus is absorbed in 
the for?a of Inorganic ions end is changed into laore coanlejc 
fora of ester organic and acid soluble form. It is finally 
stored as lipid phosphorus which is used up in giving energy 
I'lhen needed through a ootabolic pathway and as a result of 
oxidation. 
High aaount of Inorganic phosphorus in Ist year and 
2nd year age group indicated a high metabolic activity 
(Slddlqul and 81ddlqul, 1966) in smaller fishes* It has 
generally been thought that alkaline phosphot@se plpys an 
important role in the formation of calcified protein matrix 
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by hydrolysing phosphoric ecid esters end it Also Incressos 
the concentrrtlon of phosphrte Ions In th© tissue (Cantrrow 
and SchepartZi 1964). It is, therefore, clear that the high 
as©\mt of Inorganic ^losphortts is recmirea Qtiring early 
stages of growth. 
Hi^ jhor values of inorgcnlc jdioophorus, ester end 
total acid soluble phosnhorus in 0» pupctf^ti^ during the 
periods from 'ferch to April r>n6 October to Hovcaber prob&bly 
indicate a higher laetnbolic activi^ of the fish in these 
donths as the fish consumes raaKismm quantity of food in these 
t*wo periods (oayyum mnd Oasira, 1964). The present findincs 
are in agreement to that of Oiddiqui and Siddiqui, (1966). 
Inorgmic phosphorus content was low from the month 
of Iley to September and ester organic rnd total acid soluble 
phos^iorus wrs found to be low from July to September. Low 
amounts of phosphorus fractions in this period ore probably 
due to low metabolic activity, which in turn may be due to 
(Adverse environmentr^l conditions or due to endogenous 
factors inherent to spawnir^ tAiich may restrict the feeding 
rhytha during spawning period. This is afieln in accordance 
with the observrtlons made by Oayyum and Oasira (1964). 
Siddiqui and Siddiqui (1965) also made similar observrtlons 
in inorganic end acid soluble phosphorus. Inorganic and 
organic phosphorus play e very important role in energy 
transfer and enzyme systems (Chang ^ jj^,, 1960). Hence 
their low annunt in the breeding period of the fishes is 
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justifiecl becpuse the Inorgftnlc pnd organic phosphorus are 
diverted from the aittscle to the gonads* Lipid i^osphorus 
ves found to Increese during spanning period* Similar 
ohservetioni? have been made by Bhusheno Beo (1966) rescrdlns 
lipid phosphorus content of the niuscles of P|tjfptfi;« pexfpaclpt^^. 
IncrersG In lipid phoophoto In th© nusclo of jnlgrating 
sockey salmon during sp&^mlng has nlso been noted by 
Cheng £^ ^ * (I960) . 
The riches source of Inorgnnic phosphorus ore ;;. pttu 
fi'K^ 0. punctRti^p* The poorest source was found to be 
U* ylttntua. In most fishes the velues fell within the range 
of 160 mg. to 260 og. Bhushana Rao (1866) reported somowhnt 
different values In C. ^e;Kfasclf*tU8. The vr.lues obtained in 
the present study ©re compereblo to those obtained by 
Chang ^ fii* (1060) for sockey saltaon. Terr (I960) reported 
a range of 4260 to 14100 mlcrotnoles per 100 gm. of meat. In 
general a high percentage of Inorganic phosphorus is 
accompanied with a high percentage of fat. Same Is true In 
the present study* 
In most fishes ester phosphorus varied from 140 tag* 
to 203 mg* In males and from ISO mg* to 201 mg. In feraales 
with the exception of JT. fosslll^ (100 n^. In males and 
110 mg. In feraales) and 0. punctatua (120 nig* in males and 
127 mg. In females) 'There the vplues ymre lower than this 
range* The values obtained by Chang sX ^i* (I960) for 
sockey salmen were foun*^  lower thrn that recorded In the 
present study. 
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:;• BJ«^t 0. jtyifll^g, 0. jiuy^ cl^ pti^  and C, mg^BI cir® 
the richest source of total acid soluble phosphorus* Rest 
of the fishes were found to contain less then S20 mg. of total 
acid soluble phosphorus* FesiGles of all the fish species 
investlgpted except thpt of n. fossllls rnd 0, ptylptug 
contplned lesser ecounto of totr.l odd soluble phosphorus 
than mflles. Bhushcna Rao (1966) reported 3»107 Ei^ ./gra, to 
&i7B9 Gis./sm. of total ocid soluble phosphorus In 
£• mytf.pfip.i.p.l^ua* 
High amounts of lipid phosphorus were obtained in 
^, .attytf 9.* ^ tylatiip and carps. Exceptionally high values 
irere obtained In C. manur and ]|. fo^sllls* Lipid phosphorus 
was found to vary from 0,297 ag./gm. to 0,6806 ms./gm. in 
C. sostfasciatus (Bhushana Hao, 1966). The values of lipid 
phosphorus obtained in the present investigation are higher 
than those recorded by Chrng §^ ^ . (I960) in soclieyo salmon. 
Hakeno (I960) end Halsano ^  Tsuchiya (I960) showed 
with reference to glbol and mackerel that the distribution 
of phosphorus compound in fish muscle varies widely from 
species to species. Kakano (I960), Ilakano and Tsuchiya, 
(1960) end Bhushana Rao (1966) reported variations in 
phosphorus in relation to white and dark ouscle and also 
according to its position in body. 
The mineral constituents of fish -neat have been studied 
less than nitrogenous comaounds, lipids, vltarains etc. Only 
a very f«w mineral elements have been studied thoroughly. But 
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even in these cases, the factors governing their variftbillty 
are not sufficiently known. Our Imowledge of mineral 
constituents end specially of phosphorus fractions of fish 
meet ressins sost deficient* Finally, it is deplorable 
that the physiological utilisation of th© phosphorus fractions 
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T/>BLE • 3 
C0!4PAR/iTIVE STUDY OF INORGANIC AND ESTER PHOSPHORUS CONTENTS OF 











































































Jr-fean wi th J 
Range \stendnrd j 
| e r r o r j 
r^./ioo 
77-100 87 ••-
72-111 92 2 
99-147 122 + 
98-122 110 + 
142-182 160 + 
140-196 167 + 
160-230 170 + 
133-232 190 Jt 
160-231 170 + 
142-213 130 + 
230-230 246 ^ 
210-260 230 + 
120-160 140 + 
160-223 163 + 
220-320 270 • 
210-240 220 J 
3 6 - 76 60 ± 
4 0 - 36 66 -»• 
mm 
E s t e r 
Phosphorus 
I Mean with 
Range i stfindard 
X e r r o r 
gm. f r e s h meat 
2 .7 
4 . 7 
6 .3 
3 . 0 
2 2 . 8 
6 . 6 
2 1 . 1 
9 . 8 
26 .3 
9 . 0 
6 . 8 
6 .3 






186-230 208 • 6 .1 
170-220 193 • 6 .3 
120-210 173 + 1 1 . 4 
146-220 170 * 3.7 
103-211 160 + 1 4 . 6 
106-190 143 + 1 0 . 6 
70-206 160 + 1 1 . 6 
33-200 130 + 1 6 . 1 
72-162 100 + 4 . 6 
70-170 110 + 7 . 4 
90-166 120 + 2 0 . 1 
106-146 127 + 6 .4 
160-246 1 9 0 + 1 8 . 2 
160-240 201 + 9 .2 
30-230 140 + 6 . 0 
121-210 130 + 7 . 1 
123-202 160 + 1 7 . 8 
106-200 146 + 1 4 . 1 
TilBLE • 4 
COMP/RATIVE STUDY OF TOT/iL ACID SOLUBLE AKD LIPID PHOSPHORUS 
CONTENTS OP SOr-iE PRESmJATER PISH SPSCIE8 
[ 1 r 
I TTotr.1 GCia so lub le I 
I I Phosphorus ^ 
s p e c i e s I sex I { ifean . d t h { 
{ I Rang© { s tandord J 
! I \ Q^^Q'' i 
S»No. 
L ip id 
Phosphorus 
K 
I Mean with 
Rnnge j standard 























Ol. Punc ta tus M 
F 
0* ^rJLatUjg M 
F 
M* a t t u M 
F 
M. v l t t a t u a M 
F 
l^ . / lOO gm. f r e sh meat 
290-320 307 + 13 .4 
•231-312 290 + 3 ,6 
230-330 317 • 9 .0 
264-307 280 + 20.7 
270-363 310 • 13 .7 
270-330 300 + 5 .6 
290-330 330 + 1.2 
298-370 320 + 9 .6 
244-312 270 + 8.4 
262-341 290 jt 9-9 
323-390 360 ;t 1 6 . 8 
300-360 330 + 6 .9 
331-430 370 + 1 0 . 3 
346-402 373 jf 6 .9 
370-460 410 + 9 .1 
341-426 400 + 9 . 1 
163-242 210 + 9 .6 
166-240 200 + 9 .1 
120-164 136 + 4 . 2 
120-160 140 + 4 . 4 
90-180 120 + 9.7 
111-130 136 + 6 . 8 
130-226 206 + 6 . 3 
190-246 220 + 6.0 
146-196 176 + 6 . 8 
160-206 136 + 6 .6 
140-190 170 jt 6 .2 
165-200 180 + 6 .6 
96-140 120 + 6 .4 
100-162 127 + 1.4 
160-216 190 -I- 4.2 
170-220 201 5 6.0 
200-260 230 + 7.9 
192-293 260 + 4.7 
66-106 80 • 7.3 
66-114 38 • 11.1 
M a ^ l^e 
F s Female 
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% r ^ 
The otudy of crude extract Is a recent one. Daoibergs 
(leSD) for the first tin© ontrncted It from the cod lauscle 
and fractionated It Into threo groups i (a) fat, (b) Protoln-
aceous aaterlol end <c) non-llpld and non-protein matorlal 
or "water solubles". Dambergs (1S6S) preferred the term 
water solubles for the non-11pld and non-protein fraction 
because whatever method of extraction is used this group 
includes such compounds as sugars, vitamins, phosphates and 
mineral salts and is devoid of nitrogen. Crude extract 
obtained by the method of Dambergs (1959) consisted of only 
lipid and water soluble fractions and practically free of 
protoinaceous material (Dambergs, 1963). 
The fat represents the most abundnnt and wide spread 
class of lipids. 12ach species of animal contains more or 
less characterstic fat in its various tissues in grerter or 
lesser amounts ("est end Todd, 1961). A stirvoy of the 
literature on the biochemistry of fishes reveals that the 
fat extraction by the methods other than thrt of Damtsrss 
(19£9) are enormous. 
Literature concerninc the non-protein nitrogenous 
compounds found in the water solubles has been reviewed by 
Reay et al. (1943) and Rhewen (19£1). However, no account 
is ftVfiilftble excent thpt of Greene (1919) and Dambergs (19S9, 
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1963 and 1964) on tho \mtQT solubles of fish meat* 
Mslsturo content, the most abundrnt fraction of the 
niusclo, hag been extensively studied, /almost every study 
concerning biochemistry of fishes Includes this component. 
The study of moisture content Is important froa the point 
that It has got a definite relrtlonship with the fat content 
(Brendes, 1964} Tilklclnska, 1964 end Brandos and Dietrich, 
1953). 
In the present study the a'aounto and variations of 
the crude extract, water solubles, crude fat, moisture 
content of the muscle of Q, punctatus and few other 
freshvmter fishes have been investigated. 
Crude extract in the muscle of raurrel, 0. punctatus. 
of different age groups varied fron 2.47 gm. to 2.68 gni. in 
males and from a.64 sra. to 2.72 go. In feiiales. In both 
the sexes the Tapxlnmra values Mere found for the Ist year age 
grouT) and tho minlrauni in the 4th year age group (Table 1 ) . 
The value of crude extract decreased with the age of fish 
(Figure 1 ) . The females showed higher values. 
Plgiir© 1. Chens® 0 In crude extroct, 
\mtor soluble, crude fat and 
moisture contonts in different 
age groups of Ophlcephalus punctetus* 
Figure 2. Crude extract, water solubles, crude fpt 
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CRUDE EXTRACT, CRUDE FAT,WATER SOLUBLES AND MOISTURE CONTENTS 
OF SOME FRESH WATER FISHES OF NORTH INDIA 
A ; Mo le 
B = Fema le 
Fig.2 
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Seasonal trend in th© crude extract content of 
0. Fonetrtus is apTinront. It he9 been found thpt the ariount 
of crude extract shoved slight fluctuations throughout the 
yeart In QPIOO it vrried from 2.74 ga. to 2.93 gn (Table 2). 
In fomples it varied from 2.74 gm, to 2.90 go.(Table 2). 
Co!iP(ayptive eccouf^ t 
H* ftt^tu was found to contain highest araount of crude 
extract folloijed by C. piyifrala and C. nppyiy (Figure 2) and 
th© lovjost was found in M. vittatu^ (Trble 4 and Figure 2). 
In the rest of the fishoo the crude extract content varied 
from 2.84 gia. to 2.e9 gm. in males and fron 2.79 gia. to 
2.93 gm. in feraaleo (Table 4). 
Individual variation was found to be very low rnd 
consequently the standard deviation was found to be lotsror 
than 0.170 in raost of the fishes studied. Kotpblo Individual 
variation in crude extract was found in females of L. yohit^ 
*^ <^  iJ» ifossilis and males of j£. catlf as revealed by stajidard 
deviation (Table 4). 
^?ATEti SOLnBLES 
Water solubles ranged between 1.33 gm. nnd 2.46 gm. 
in mnles end between 2.01 gi. pnd 2.62 gra. in females (Teble 1). 
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!Ehe vflue^ decreased wlt^ Increpsing age of fishes (Figure 1) 
and were found to be higher in females than in meXes. 
rm.mm^ 's^.^Um 
v'rvtor solublog generally varied from 2.34 gm, to 
2.40 go. in mnlos end from 2.17 ga. to 2.60 gn. in feiiales. 
High values wore recorded in the months of July to rewtember 
Tertien it vrried from 2.44 gm. to 2.f0 f»a. in fnalos rnd from 
2.£5 gm. to 2.70 gn. in females (Table 2). 
Highest value of i/mter solubles was recorded in 
M* vittptua (2.47 gm. In males end 2.43 gm. in females) and 
lowest in ^ . g,%t?^ (1.29 gm. in males end 1.19 gm. in females) 
(Figure 2). Among carps highest value was recorded in 
C. mrigalp and lowest in £. catla (Table 6). In murrels the 
value of wpter solubles was round about 2.00 gau 
In most fishes individual variation was very low 
(Strndrrd deviation s below 0.100). High individual variation, 
was found in females of I., yo^ita^ C. cptla end males of 
5. atr^ P.tHa end JJ. .i:.08gl^ ,S (Table C). 
9a 
Ms RTQW a W y 
Crude fpt varied from 0.12 gti. to 0.€9 gn* in nwles 
end from 0.19 gm, to 0.64 gni. In females (Tfible 1). The fpt 
content Incrorsed ulth tiio rgo of fish (Figuro 1). Feaclos 
ali^ oys contained higher valueG of fat thrn maleo. 
f.efisonal vprlatlop 
Seasonally the crude fat content varied from 0.43 s^. 
to 0.61 gm. in males and from 0.40 gu, to 0.64 gm. in femalos 
during winter months (October to December and April) (Table 3) 
Low values were found during the summer months (May to 
September) (Figures 3 and 4) and ranged between 0.32 gm. to 
0,44 gm. In males and from 0»17 gn. to 0.30 gn. in females 
(Table S). 
ppRPPTBtiye pccptffl.t 
Comparative study revealed that the crude fat content 
was found to be highest in 2.'« attu (Table 6). Ilext to it were 
£• cptjlpy 0. strletua and C. agjHS* Lowest anount was found 
^ J» vittfttua (Figure 1). In the rent of the fishes crude 
extract content varied from 0.51 gm. to 0.76 ga. in males 
and from 0.61 guu to 0.91 gm. in females (Table 6). "^ emales 
of all the fish species studied were found to contain higher 
amount of crude fat than the males. 
Figure 3 . Sopsoiml varletlons in 
crude fat content In males 
of Ophicephdlus punetptus* 
/\ B I^xioam value 
B B t^ ean velue 
C » tUnltnua value 
Figure 4 . Seasonal variations in 
crude fat content in females 
of Ophicephalua punctetus* 
A s Haxlnrum value 
B s Maan value 
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Statistical analysis revealed thnt in most fishes 
individual variation was low nnd the standard deviation was 
foiind to be below 0.100» In the males of I.* yohita. 
C. myiga?.p end Jj. jpt,tp end in females of C. £ £ ^ , H. f.o.p.^.i.l.i,g 
end Vf. ,fitt]a individual variation was greater (Table 6). 
/gyp, gyppp .fl^ f^ y 
Moisture content in the age group study was found to 
vary from 77.6 Qn, to 80,3 gra. in males and from 73.1 gm. to 
30.9 gn. in females (Table 1). It wps found to decrease witii 
the ese of the fishes (Figure 1). 
.P^ rspRpt;'. ypyiptioR 
High values of aoisturo content wore recorded during 
May to September XiJhen the values ranged from 79.26 gm. to 
30.10 gm, in males and from 79.40 gm. to 30.00 gm. In females 
(Table S). Prom October onwards a decrease in moisture 
content was noticed which reached its minimum (77.70 gm. In 
males and 77.16 gm. in females) in the months of December 
(Table S and Figures t and 6). 
J» vittfttus had the hir;hest amount (30.90 f^-n. in 
males and 30.60 gm. in females) of moisture content (Figure 2). 
Figure 6. Seasonal varletlons In 
taoisture content in mples 
of Ophicephalus punctatos* 
/\ « %xl«trum value 
E s "fean value 
C = Mlnlraum value 
Figure 6* Seasonal variations In 
moisture content In feniales 
of ophlcephalus punctatua* 
A e Mexlmum value 
B s MItan value 
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The lowest nriount ves found In 1'. gttu (72.46 gm. in CPIGS 
end 72.96 gnj. In femfilos) while in the rest of the fishes 
the values ranged from 76.21 gra. to 73.95 gra. in meles end 
rron 74.71 ga. to 77.91 gni. in females (Table £ ) . Usually 
the noisture content In the female ment ves lower thnn thpt 
of the mnlos. 
Ifolsturo content varied to a considerable extent 
among the individuals of the same species but it varied to 
a groat extent in the cose of JH* fossilis as revealed by tho 
high standard deviation (Table 6 ) . 
Brandos (1964) and Mikicinska (1054) pointed out the 
reciprocal relationship between fat and water content in the 
fish muscle. Later on Erandes and Dietrich (1968) McBride ^ |il. 
(1969) and MacLeod Si% £i. (1960) in the muscle of fish end 
Hasan end Tafrl (1964) in the ripe end unspavned osgs of some 
freshwater fishes confirmed the reciprocal relationship 
between crude fat and njolsture content. The establishment 
of definite relationship between fat and moisture content 
made the moisture determination more essential. Using such 
correlations, regression lines have been worked out. 
Consequently only reliable moisture determination is required 
and from that value the fat content may be derived, with 
high degree of accuracy. 
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In the present study a reciprocal rolationship in 
the crude fat rnd moisture content of the nmsele of 
2* punctfitup was found. The crude fet incrensed with the 
age of fish Rnd the isoisture content decrensed. Same trend 
¥C8 noticed In sensonel end coraporntlve studies* The crude 
fet incrersed end moisture content decreesed neoning thereby 
the loss of nolsture content is grenter in comporision to 
gain in crude fat content, Brandes (ICM), *lildclnQlca (19£4) 
end Brcndes and Dietrich (1968) also found that added value 
of fat and water (F+H) is constant for certain species. But 
in the present study it was not found to be constant in the 
seasonal studies of 0. minctatus. 
l.lth the heln of the conparntive study of crude fat 
end moisture content the forcmla Y a 4.43 - 0.043 X had been 
worked out which will help to a grert extent to determine the 
crude fat content from the known moisture content (Figure 9), 
Similar foroulae have been deduced for different age groups 
end different seasons for 0, punctatu^ (Figures 7 and 3). 
Inapite of the feet that crude fat and moisture content 
of the meat of all fish species investigated here do not seen 
to follow a particular relationship with methatnaticel accuracy, 
the generalisation Xhnt the increase or decrease in fat 
content is associated with a corresponding change in moisture 
content is found to hold good to a greater extent. 
Brandes and Dietrich (19t8), Boguciki end Trzesinski 
(19£0) have pointed out that strong correlation has been 
FlgTiro 7, Corrolctlon diegraia of crude fat 
and moisture content of different 
ego Groups of Ophicephalus punctrtue* 
Figure 3. Correlation diagram of crude fat 
and aolsture content of 
















AGE GROUPS IN YEARS 
Isl 2nd 3rd 4lh 
• • • 
e o o o 
76 77 78 80 81 62 83 X(Moisture) Gm.V. 
CORRELATION DIAGRAM OF FAT AND MOISTURE CONTENTS OF DIFFERENT ACE GROUPS 
OF 0. P U N C T A T U S 
Fig-7 
• M A L E 
O F E M A L E 
- ^ y g 79 8 0 61 X(Moi ' lure) Gm.'/. 
CORRELATION DIAGRAM OF FAT AND MOISTURE CONTENTS OFO.PUNCTATUS 
L 
Fig.8 
Figure 9, Correlation diagram of crude fat 
and moisture content of some 
freshwater fish species* 
4 . Clarlas taapur 
&• Hetjarcmeufl^a^ ^os,^i,liS. 
7. Ophlcephalup a t r la tus 
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W A T E R (X) 
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CORRELATION DIAGRAM OF FAT AND WATER CONTENT OF THE SKELETAL MUSCLE 
OF SOME FRESH-WATER FISHES 
Fig.9 
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obtained In fatty fisihos eM more study Is required to find 
out the correlation in non-fatty fishes* In the present 
study a strong correlation between crude fat and moisture 
content has been obtained In such non-fatty fish as 
The chemical com|»sltlon of fish nmscl© varied in 
wide limits according to its sisie, age, stage of sexual 
maturity, diet and other factors as has been stated earlier. 
The effect and significance of some of those factors have 
been roviow&d recently by Jacquot (1961)» Changes in the 
habitat, climatic conditions and seasonal variations have 
marked influence on the fatty acid composition of the fish 
fat (Bally QX Sl* • 1962) . 
The crude extract, \«iter solubles and water liiere found 
to deerof^se with the age of fish, although the decrease in 
crude extract was not well pronounced. It is interes^ting to 
note that %diila non-protein nitrogen, mentioned elsewhere, 
increased with the age, the water solubles decreased. It 
appears to be due to marked decrease in substances, other 
than non-protein nitrogenous substances such as sus'^rs, 
vitamins, phosphates and mineral salts present in the wpter 
solubles fraction (Dambergs, 196S). Moreover, the amount of 
non-protein nitrogen is so small in comparision to water 
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solubles that Its Increase could hardly be effective. 
Crude fnt Is found to Incrense with the age. Bruce 
(1924) hns observed on increase in fat content with the 
incropse of size in fishes. Uimpenny (1929) estpblished a 
definite relationship between the fat content of the 
mackerel and the food it consumed. /According to Lovern end 
V?ood (1947) end Reay §^ |^. (1943) fat fluctuate widely, 
depondins on such factors as size, season end fishing srotmds. 
Chidambaram §t ^ . (1961) and Venkataraman pnd Chari (19£3) 
have also reported such relationships. Present findings are 
in confirmity with the earlier investigations. Variations 
have also been showa to occur in the fat at different stages 
of groTafth in L. rohita (Tiifari and Srivastava, 1962 b). 
Increase in crude fat content of 0. punctatup with 
age could not be correlated with the fat content of food 
organisms consumed by the fish as the chemical composition 
of food has not been worked out. Though it has been 
reported by Oayyum and <^pBim (1964) that the fish changes 
its food and feeding habits as it grows and the increase in 
fat content may be due to change in the diet of the fish. 
It has been observed In 0. punctatus that the crude 
fat content gradually decreased as the gonad advanced towards 
maturity and reached its minimum in the late spawning period 
(July to September). Crude extract remained low during 
breeding period. The amount of water solubles and water 
increased and reached their maximum in late spawning period 
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(Tuly to Septeaber). 
Feedlns intensity of tnurrel becomes low during breeding 
period (Oayyum and naslm, 1964), The depletion of crude fat 
content In the muscle mey not only be due to low feeding 
Intensity during the breeding period but also due to its 
tronsportation to gonads. Dambergg (1964) have also pointed 
that the changes In fat content should not bo only attributed 
to the exogenous factors such as chortrge of food but also 
to the endogenous process inherent to reproduction. The 
depletion of muscle frt content during spasming has been 
reported In fishes (Mllroy, 1903; Clork and Alray, 1913; 
Dill, 1921bjLovern and iJood, 18471 Bogucikl and Trsesinskl, 
19eo and Lovern §% ^ , , 1069). 
During spawilng period \jater solubles Increase In 
amount. Darabergs (1964) reported an Increase in water 
solubles during spawning period. Since moisture content of 
the muscles is Inversely related to crude fat, as described 
earlier, Its Increase during spai-fliing period is quite obvious. 
l411roy (1903) also observed an Increase in moisture content 
from 61.63^ to 78.97^ In herring muscle during the reproductive 
period. 
Ivo periods of intensive feeding have been reported 
in 0. Tnmctatus. The crude fat content of the muscle remained 
almost stable in the first period of Intensive feeding while 
water solubles decreased and crude extract Increased. No 
apparent increase was found in the moisture content. On the 
106 
other hand crude fat showed P sharp rise In the second period 
and the values remained high In Decenber Indicating a direct 
relationship with the feeding intensity. During winter 
(January piid February) the aoount of crude fat decreased due 
to low feeding dnythm. A corresponding change is noticed in 
noisture content.during the months of January end February. 
Crude extract did not show any charge while water solubles 
decreased in aniount. The seasonal trend followed by water 
solubles are opuosite to those of crude fat but parallel to 
the changes in water solubles. Moisture content showed the 
same trend as observed by Dambergs (1964). 
Rise in crude fat content due to intensive feeding 
and due to different food items have also been reported by 
Clarli end Almy (1918), V.'impenny (1929), Channan end Eiraby 
(1932), Wilson (1939), Lovern end VIood (1947) , Sekharan (1949), 
Chidambaram ^ gl, (1961) and Venketaraman and Chari (1963). 
Fat variation in the muscle of t\jo species of fish have also 
been attributed to feeding Intensities by opslm (1967 a and 
1967 b)• Pat content of freshwater fishes seems to be 
influenced by the ecological conditions also ('*>rpwa, 1960). 
Crude extract did not seem to be group specific and 
changed greatly within the groups. In most fishes sturlied, 
the crude extract was about 2.90 gm. Exceptionally high 
values for ^ '. attu (average 4.00 gra.) have been recorded. 
M* fittyi was found to be the best source of crude fat. 
Next to it are C. catla^ 0. ^tyiatus and C. ma^ur. J. vittatua 
106 
was the poorest source of crude f^ t while L. rohltp ^  . 
C. piyipplp^  0. mnctftus end H. fo^sllls were moderate In 
their crude fnt content* 
As has already been discussed that tie crude fat 
content varied with the size, age and the season In which 
the analyses have been made* It is, therefore, quite likely 
that the differences between the figures reported by the 
earlier workers and those in the present study might have 
been due to difference in sisSe, «tge and seasons* 
VJater solubles of the nniscles of the fishes were 
generally round about 2.3 gm. or less. Exceptionally high 
value was obtained for J^I. vlttatua (2.46 gra.) and lov; value 
for ^. fittyt (1.24 gm.). VJater soluble extractives in the 
muscle of king salmon ranged from 3.87 gm. to 4.30 gm. per 
cent of fresh muscle (Greene, 1919). 
>foisture content in J. fossilis. VJ. gttu WPS lovrer 
as compared to other fishes in the present study while high 
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TABLE - 2 
SEASONAL CHAHGES III CRUDE EXTRACT AIID WATiiJR SOLUBLES OP 












1 0 . 
1 1 . 







































M s Male 
F « Fetaale 
\ Crude e x t r a c t 
1 
1 
1 Range ??Toen 
Qo./lOO gni 
2 . 8 0 - 2 . 9 3 
2 . 7 4 - 2 . 9 0 
2 . 7 9 - 2 . 9 1 
2 . 7 8 - 2 . 8 3 
2 .78 -2 .89 
2 . 7 6 - 2 . 8 8 
2 . 3 0 - 2 . 9 2 
2 . 7 7 - 2 . 8 6 
2 .76 -2 .87 
2 . 6 2 - 2 . 3 3 
2 . 7 3 - 2 , 3 6 
2 . 3 0 - 2 . 9 8 
2 . 3 0 - 3 . 0 9 
2 . 7 6 - 2 . 3 4 
2 . 6 6 - 2 . 9 3 
2 .76 -2 .34 
3 .64 -2 .99 
2 . 7 7 - 2 . 8 6 
2 . 7 1 - 2 . 9 3 
2 . 3 6 - 2 . 9 2 
2 .73 -3 .17 
2 . 7 6 - 2 . 3 3 
2 . 6 2 - 3 . 0 9 


























I VJater s o l u b l e s 
J i 
J Range 
1. f r e s h meat 
2 . 2 6 - 2 . 3 4 
2.21-2*24 
2 . 1 3 - 2 . 3 0 
2 . 1 5 - 2 . 1 9 
2 . 2 3 - 2 . 2 9 
2 . 1 6 - 2 . 6 0 
2 . 2 6 - 2 . 3 4 
2 .23 -2 .27 
2 . 2 3 - 2 . 3 2 
2 . 1 4 - 2 . 4 2 
2 . 3 0 - 2 . 3 6 
3 . 4 1 - 2 . 4 3 
2 . 3 4 - 2 . 3 3 
2 . 4 4 - 2 . 6 6 
2 .30 -2 .60 
2 .46 -2 .64 
2 . 2 2 - 2 . 6 2 
2 .60 -2 .70 
2 .40 -2 .60 
2 .66 -2 .73 
2 . 3 2 - 2 . 6 3 
2 . 6 0 - 2 . 6 0 
2 .30 -2 .£6 




























TiSBLE - 3 
SEASOIJ/L CHAnOEG IH CRUDE FAT AIID :!0ISTDRE CONTEHTS 
OF OPHICEPHji^ TJg PP|ICTATPp 
1 I I C rude , f a t 1 l-folgture I F (Y) I 
S.No. I r-fonth I S0X 1 (F) \ (M) I • I 
J I T R®i^© } K©rnJ Range I MepnJ '"^  ^^ '* 
1966 Gm./lOO gm. f r e sh meat S S 
1 . nov. M 0.64«0,69 0.57 7 8 . 4 - 7 8 . 7 78 .60 79 ,07 o o 
F 0 . e 3 . 0 . 6 7 0 .60 7 7 . 6 - 7 9 . 9 73 .00 73 .60 i i 
2 . Doc. -A 0 .69 -0 .63 0 .61 7 7 . 2 - 7 8 . 0 77 .70 7 8 . 3 1 S § 
F 0 .62 -0 ,63 0 .64 7 6 . 3 - 7 7 . 6 77 .16 77 .79 " i ^ 
11'ii' }.9G7 
XX 
3 . J a n . M 0 .66 -0 .61 0 .63 7 7 . 1 - 7 3 . 2 77 .36 73 .43 
P 0 .61 -0 .63 0 .62 7 7 . 0 - 7 3 . 0 77 ,60 7 8 . 1 2 • • 
•• •• 
4 , Feb. M 0 .64 -0 .69 0.67 7 7 . 3 - 7 3 , 2 78 .00 73 .67 3 
F 0 .64 -0 .60 0.67 7 7 . 9 - 7 3 . 7 73 .30 73 .87 ^ g 
6 . Mar. U 0 .47 -0 .66 0 .62 7 3 . 7 - 7 9 . 0 73 .30 79 .32 ^-^ 
F 0 .37 -0 .43 0 .40 7 3 . 1 - 7 9 . 0 73 .60 73 .90 
6 . Apr. !1 0 . 3 3 - 0 . 4 3 0 .43 7 3 . 2 - 3 0 . 3 79.16 79 .66 '^'--
F 0 .33 -0 .60 0 .42 7 3 . 4 - 7 9 , 6 79 ,00 79 .42 
•p 
7 . May M 0 . 4 2 - 0 . 4 3 0 ,44 7 3 . 9 - 3 0 . 0 79 .26 79 .69 g g 
F 0 .23 -0 .32 0 .30 7 9 . 0 - 3 0 . 3 79 .60 79 ,30 - H - J O 
8 , Jun . M 0 ,32 -0 ,38 0 .36 7 3 . 6 - 8 0 . 6 79 .66 30.00 g^J*^ 
P 0 .27 -0 .31 0 .29 7 3 . 3 - 3 0 . 0 79 .40 79 .69 M 0 5 
« o 
9 , J u l , M 0 .32-0 .37 0 .34 7 3 . 8 - 3 1 . 0 70 .36 30.19 
F 0 .16 -0 ,19 0.17 7 9 . 2 - 3 0 . 6 79 .90 30.07 
1 0 . Aug. M 0 ,31-0 .33 0 .32 7 9 , 6 - 3 1 . 1 80.10 30.42 
F 0 .18 -0 .22 0 .20 7 8 . 6 - 3 0 . 4 30.00 30.20 
1 1 . Sep. 14 0 ,31 -0 .44 0 . 3 3 7 9 . 3 - 3 0 . 3 79 .76 30.13 
P 0 .19 -0 .32 0.'27 7 9 . 0 - 3 0 . 0 79 .60 79 .77 
1 2 . Oct . M 0 .62 -0 .63 0 ,66 7 3 . 4 - 7 9 , 6 79 .00 79 .66 
F 0 .36-0 ,46 0 .40 7 3 . 3 - 3 0 , 1 78,2£ 79 ,66 
M = fele 
F = Female 
TABLE - 4 
STATISTICAL BRIEF OF CRUDE EXTRACT COOTETIT OP SOME 
FRESHWATER FISH SPECIES 
T r 
I Sox I 
I 1 
J L 
1 1 1 
Range I Moan IVeriance Istandard 
I \ iDevlotlon 
i i I 
s*no. I 
\ 
• I — M n w ^ w w p uJSm 
Speclas 






















































































































TABLE - 6 
STATISTIC/I. BRIEF OF WATER SOLUBLES OF SOME 
FRESHl'JATER FiSH SPECIES 
Species I Sex I Rang© I I^ean I VarianceIstenderd 
I I I I iDeviation 














































2 .00 -2 .30 
1.38-2•84 
2•28-2 .40 
2 .17-2 .36 
1 .86-1 .96 
1 .62-1 .94 
1 .92-2 .14 
1 .78-1 .97 
2 .32 -2 .39 
2*26-2.36 
2 .19 -2 .26 
2 . 1 6 - 2 . 2 1 
1 .86-2 .16 
1 .73-2 .08 
1 .24-1 .36 

























































M s Mple 
F = Female 
TABLE - 6 
CRUDE FAT AND :I0IST0RS CONTEHTS OF SOME FRESHVJATER PISH SPECIES 
1 
S » n o . | Specios 
I 
"H—r 
I I T 
Range 
Crude f a t (Y) 
—r S.D. 1 Range 
folsture (X) 
T IT f ©en i S.D. 
1 . L. ;:ohltP M 
F 
2 . C. pirlgala M 
F 
3* £ . SaMS- M 
F 
4* £ • pp^ttr M 
F 
F 
6* ^* .BMnctAJt^ pB,. M 
P 
7 . £ . ^trljat^j M 
P 
^* ii'' atttt M 
F 
F 
Om./lOO gffl. fresh meat 
0 . 6 2 - 0 . 9 6 0 .76 0.1449 
0 .73 -1 .02 0 .91 0.0360 
(0 ,83) 
0 . 4 9 - 0 . 7 0 0.67 0.1118 
0 .66 -0 .80 0 .69 0.0863 
(0 .63) 
0 . 9 0 - 1 , 0 4 0 .99 0.0439 
0 . 9 4 - 1 , 3 0 1.10 0.1204 
(1.04) 
0 , 8 3 - 1 . 0 1 0 .94 0.0600 
0 .96 -1 .10 1 .02 0.0144 
(0.98) 
0 . 4 7 - 0 . 6 0 0 ,51 0.0339 
0 .64 -0 .70 0.61 0.1490 
(0.66) 
0 . 6 7 - 0 . 6 3 0 .60 0.0180 
0 . 6 0 - 0 . 7 0 0 .64 0,0923 
(0 ,62) 
0 .36 -1 .10 0 .99 0.0840 
0 .93 -1 .20 1 .03 0.0674 
(1 ,03) 
2 .40 -2 .80 2 ,60 0.1396 
2 .74 -3 ,06 2.90 0,1060 
(2.76) 
0 ,24 -0 ,40 0,31 0,0679 
0 .23 -0 .41 0.36 0.0479 
(0.S3) 
7 7 , 4 - 7 8 . 9 78 .14 
7 7 . 2 - 7 3 , 6 73 ,86 
(77,99) 
7 6 , 3 - 7 8 . 6 77.77 
7 7 . 0 - 7 8 . 0 77.47 
(77,62) 
7 7 . 2 - 7 6 . 0 76 .21 
7 4 , 0 - 7 6 . 0 74 ,71 
(74.96) 
7 8 , 6 - 7 9 , 4 78 ,96 
7 6 , 3 - 7 3 . 0 77 .36 
(73.16) 
7 3 . 1 - 7 3 . 8 76 .92 
7 3 . 3 - 7 3 . 0 76 .04 
(76.98) 
7 7 . 9 - 7 8 , 6 73 ,28 
7 7 , 3 - 7 3 . 6 77 .91 
(73.09) 
7 6 . 0 - 7 6 . 9 76 .40 
7 6 . 4 - 7 6 . 3 76 .96 
(76.13) 
7 3 . 2 - 7 4 , 0 73 .46 
7 2 . 7 - 7 3 . 4 72 ,96 
(73.21) 
30 .2 -81 ,4 30.90 




















M at .-lale 
F « Female 
S.D. = Stnndard Deviation 
The va lues within brackets represent the mean 
of M and P. 
Regrestion Coef f i c ient 
(Crude f a t * rtolsture) 
t - Y c 4 .43 - 0 .043 X 
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GENERAL BTjmum 
The nutritive value of Indian fishes and especially 
of inland voters of north India is not very well knoim* 
Practically no comprehensive and authentic record is 
available on the changes in chemical composition of their 
meat in different seasons end vlth advancing ago. There is 
need, therefore, of iriorking out the chemical composition of 
the fishes in thorough details* Intensive efforts are also 
needed to bring fortti information about the nutritive value 
of fishes on which basis one could decide the nutritional 
adequacy of one species over the other. Utility of such 
researches In fish culture program and management of wild 
fish populations need no emphasis* 
The paucity of literature on the biochemistry of 
north Indian fishes is partly responsible for the initiation 
of the present investigation on three different lines* The 
first approach was to find out the chemical balance of 
biochemical constituents in the muscle of ^ . punetatup 
belonging to different age groups* The second option was 
to work out the changes in biochemical composition of the 
fish 0* punctatus in relation to the changes in environmental 
conditions. Lastly the muscle of some common freshwater fish 
species of the region were analysed to asses their comparative 
nutritional importance* 
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G^|^  GROUP STUpigg 
The results of the biochemical analyses of 0, mmctatus 
belonging to various age groups, showed that most of the 
constituents such as total nitrogen, protein nitrogen and 
non-protein nitrogen, crude and pure proteins and protein 
fractions such as albumin, muscle globulin, Intracellular 
protein and stroaa protein increase in concentration with 
advancing age* Changes in feeding habits with the advancing 
age might be the reason for the Increase observed in the 
chemical components. The amounts of total nitrogen, protein 
nitrogen (only in females) and stroma protein, hoi/ever, 
slightly decrease in fishes of 4th year age group. Non-protein 
nitrogen is found to increase with the age. Amino nitrogen 
content of muscle of fishes seems to follow no regular 
pattern of change. 
Among essential amino acids, az^inlne, histldlne, 
lysine, leucine, Isoleuolne, valine, methionine, threonine 
and phenylalanine are found in the muscle protein. These 
are also found present in free or exogenous state. 
Tryptophan is found in traces only in the muscle proteins. 
Eight non-essential amino acids; serine, glutamic acid, 
Rspartic acid, alanine, glycine, proline, cysteine and 
tyrosine are found present in the muscle protein and in 
free state in all the age groups. The amino acid concentrations 
in the muscle vary in different age groups, 'federate to large 
concentrictions of arginlne, leucine, histldlne, valine and 
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lysine auong essentlel f»nd glutoiilc acid end alaninQ 
(except in 4th year age group) rmong non-essential amino 
acids are linked to the peptides of different age groups. 
Inorganic phosphorus and ester phosphorus do not 
follow any regular pattern of chenge \jhlle lipid phosphorus 
and total acid soluble phostihorus increase as the age of 
fish increases. Contrary to this in females of 4th year 
age group total acid soluble jihosphorus declines. 
Crude extract, water solubles and moisture contents 
among miscellaneous constituents are found to decrease with 
the age of fish. The decrease in water solubles appears to 
be related to the decrease in substances other than 
non-protein nitrogenous substances. Crude fat content 
increases with the age of the murrel. 
Seasonal feeding rhythms and spawning stresses have 
marked influence on the nitrogen fractions and consequently 
on the protein content of the muscle. Total nitrogen 
Increase during the period of intensive feeding but decrease 
in the spawning period. Protein nitrogen, crude protein 
and pure protein follow the same pattern of change as noted 
for total nitrogen. Non-protein and amino nitrogen also 
vary seasonally and higher concentrrtion are observed 
during spawning period as compared to rest of the months. 
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Albumin, the only protein fraction determined, 
shows seasonal changes. It is found in greater anount 
during the spawning period while low values are obtained 
otherwise. 
nine essential and eight non-essential amino acids 
as mentioned in the age group studies are recorded in the 
muscle protein and in free state in 0. punetotus. The 
concentration of the aaino acids is found to change with 
the changing seasons. Tryptophan is also found in the 
muscle protein throughout the year. Lysine, arginine, 
histidino, leucine and valine bound to peptides could be 
analysed in most of the months but rest of the amino acids 
are either absent or are present in varying quantities. 
Inorganic, ester and total acid soluble,phosphorus 
concentrations are generally found to decrease during peak 
spawning period. Low amount during this period Indicates 
low metabolic activity. The increase of lipid phosphorus 
during spawning period is rather difficult to explain* 
Crude extract and crude fat decrease during spawning 
period while water solubles and moisture contents IncreE^ se. 
Decrease in crude fat content and cinide extract may be due 
to their incorporation in gonad building and secondly due 
to low feeding intensity during this period. 
I l l 
COMPARATIVE BIOCHF.MICAL f,TUDIES OH I-JPORTMIT LOC/L FISHp^ 
Hino freehvnter f i shes as namod bolow were selected 
for comparative biochemical s tud ie s . 
Ci&Pg 
1 . Lab^o ;cohltfi (Hamilton) 
2 . Clrrhlna mrlgala (Hamilton) 
3« Cat?.a cat^a (Hamilton) 
c^y F;gHB§ 
! • C^aylfis inagtty (Linnaeus) 
2* J^terompn^t^s ,|',P3,gilAP (Bloch) 
3 . V?fii;iagon;|.a fit^y^ (Bloch and Schneider) 
4 . mM^& yirt.tJ t^y^fl (Bloch) 
1* .0,P^lc,^,P^ f^i^ ?;^ g Punctatyt? (Bloch) 
2* .o.p?i^ c^ .phjB,lpjg striat^s (Bloch) 
Total nitrogen contents of the fish species Investigated 
are lower than those of the marine fishes. It seems to be 
primarily due to the presence of higher amounts of 
trlmethylamlne oxide and other non-protein hltr(%enous 
substances In marine fishes. Protein and total nitrogen 
contents are found In highest amounts In JR. ^ oskills end 
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lowest In ji* vlttntu^. The maxinrum non-protein nitrogen 
Is found In |{. rphlta and minimum In ]A, vlttRtus* /ralno 
nitrogen Is highest In H* fossills and lowest In J. vlttatus* 
Crude protein and pure protein are found in maximum 
concentrations in H, fossills and lowest figures are 
obtained in M. vittatus* 
Albumin is present in raaxinua amount in L. rohita. 
muscle globulin in £. mrienla and residual intracellular 
protein in Jg. fossil;Lg whereas the minimum values of 
albumin and muscle globulin are found in n^ vittatus* iJ. attu 
contains the minimum amount of residual intracellular protein. 
Stroma protein content is highest in M, vittatup and lowest 
^^ h» yohitp. Fish meat is considered to be more tender and 
delicious than the meat of cattle because of the lower amount 
of stroma protein in fish meat than in other meats. The 
meat of carps (Ij. ro^ ltfi^  C. piripala and C. catla) and cat 
fishes (C. mpptiy and |[. fossil la) is comparatively more 
tender for their meat contain lesser amount of stroma protein 
than the meat of the rest of the fish species investigpted. 
Comparative study of protein bound essential amino 
acids reveals that the quantity of lysine, arginine and 
leucine vary widely from one species to another. Tryptophan 
level is quite good in most of the fishes while H. fossills 
contains the lowest amount. The muscle protein of L. yphita. 
£• mrigplp and ja. fossilia is found to be the best source of 
essential amino acids while that of the M. vlttatus is the 
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poorest. Eight non-ossentlal amino acids are found present 
in muscle of a l l the fish species investigated. !4aximal 
amounts of non-essential amino acids are found In H. fitt^ 
^^^ £• "trigalp and the lowest in C. mapuy. 
Nine essential amino acids apt)ear in the exogenous 
system of a l l the fish species. High values of hist idine 
and lysine are recorded In the present study. Eight, out 
of a l l the non-essentipl ataino acids, are found In a l l the 
fish species. Best source of exogenous amino acids are 
£• fnyigplfit S* fosail ia and the poorest in th i s respect i s 
i5« y i t t a t u s . 
Among peptide bound essential amino acids lysine, 
arginlne and hist idine are found in a l l the f ishes. Among 
non-essential amino acids glutamic acid and alanine occur 
in most of the species investigated. 
The present study shows that the r ichest sources of 
inorganic phosphorus are VJ. pttu and 0, s t r ia tuf and the 
poorest i s M. y i t t a tus . Ester phosphorus varies l i t t l e in 
the muscle of the fish species investigpted. ^J. a t tu . 
£• g t r ia tus . 0. punctatu^ and C. fnapur contain maximum 
amount of to te l acid soluble phosphorus. High amount of 
l ip id phosphorus i s met with in ^, a t t u . 0, atr iptus and 
in the carps. Exceptionally high values of l ip id phosphorus 
are recorded in £ . magur and H. ^Tossilis. 
}d» a t t^ end C. cat la are the best sources of crude 
fat \iihile J» v i t t a t^s i s the l eas t fa t ty f i sh . Water soluble 
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contents pre exceptionally high In J. vlttatus* 'lolsture 
content is low In H, fossilis and w. attu but comparatlvoly 
higher in M. vittatus. 
Total nitrogen-protein nitrogen relationship (PK/TN) 
is.found to be more than 0.9 in the fish species in the 
present study. Similarly albumin-muscle globulin relationship 
(A/G) is found to be below 0.6 with the exception of 
Beciprocal relationship has been observed in crude 
fat and moisture contents of the fishes. Using such 
correlations, regression lines, called FV; (crude fat and 
moisture) lines, have been worked out, which can be used 
for commercial purposes as a kind of nomogram. 'Shs 
regression lines of crude fat and moisture contents for 
three different studies are as follows« 
1. For age group studies of 0. punctatus 
Y = 12.2016 - 0.160 X (for males) 
Y c 11.3900 - 0.138 X (for females) 
2. For seasonal studies of 0. punctatug 
Y n 9.3640 - 0.119 X (for males) 
Y = 14.6434 - 0.130 X (for females) 
3. For comparative studies of some freshwater fishes 
Y n 4.43 - 0.048 X (Integrnted) 
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Such correlations are useful In calculating the 
crude fat content with a high degree of accuracy by 
determining the npisture content of the muscles* 
The results obtained during the present work reveal 
that 0. punctntug is nutritionally low during early stages 
of growth and during the spawning period* Therefore, it is 
advisable to use the fish for various commercial purposes 
and household consumption during its maximal age as well as 
other seasons but the spawning period. The study also 
reveals that none of the fishes Is equally rich in all the 
chemical constituents. Some species are excellent for many 
nutritionally important constituents but at the same time 
lack some significant fractions or contain them in low amount, 
However, on the basis of the present investigation it can be 
safely said that except j^I. vlttatu^ all the other fish 
species are nutritionally good some way or the other as 
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B 
The work presented here susoaerlses the efforts thot t^re 
made to study tho biochoalcal eonpooition of tho m'snt of corm 
Important freshwater food fishoo of /illgarh d i s t r i c t In north 
India. The main objoctlvos of th© project ^mr© (I) to \fork out 
ths bGlcrffi© of biochemical constituents In the muscles of 
different sgo groups of th© species Qphlcephplus imnctftus 
(Blooh)^ (11) to follow the seasonel chianges of these constituents 
In the safoe si^cles end (111) to evoluGto, coaperotlvoly, the 
blochoGilcal coaposltlon of the muscles of food fishes bolonslng 
to the groups that are of raajor oconosalc laportnnce noaely, the 
carp - J^f^hpp yohl,tft (item.), PAXFft.\llg, By^ Lg^ lp (Han.) and 
PPliftfi Ssilfi (^feni,)| the cftt fish - Clffl,^ a.a ssSM (Linn.), 
%^r9TOffi\^8ltt3 roggf^lg (Bloch), >>;^,lpgonip sjjjai (Bloch A nchn.) 
end the arurrel - 9.P?4ff,'SP,^ ;^ M,3 jy^Pt^pMS (Bloch) pnd 
Ophlcephalu^ yty^ntus (Bloch), 0# punctptua WPS selected for 
detailed Investigations because of the avai labi l i ty of the 
desired samples of th is fish In a l l seasons. 
BIQCHEMICA C0 4P0SITI0H OF OPHICjjPnALTJ'i INDUCT/^TU"- ?T Dim^lERT 
Saiaples collected a t various age levels thus showed wide 
(luantltatlve differences with each other proving that the 
reproductive and sedimentary anabollsns make the fishes 
bleoheolcally nuch different a t various age intervals* 
- s -
/I progressive inerense in the conc«ntrationa of alniost 
all the nitrogen fraetions, proteins nnd protein fractions in 
^ 9 n^at of g. TJttnetatu,^  wee observed with increasing age» 
/taiao nitrogen values, however, depicted fluctuating changes 
yith tt^ increase in age. 
Age group studies revoalod tho presence of 17 a?iiino acids 
naiaely arginine, histidine, lysine, leucine, isoleueine, valine, 
Esethionine, threonine, phenylalanine, aoons essentials and serine, 
gluta«aic acid, aspartie acid, alanine, glycine, proline, cysteine 
and tyrosine acu>ng non-essential amino acids* Tta^se amino acids 
\!rere hound to proteins as veil as vero present in the free state. 
Significant anuwnts of ai^inine, histidine, leucine, valine, 
lysine, glutamic acid and alanine were also present in the 
l^ptides* Tryptoidian was an exception as it was found in 
traces in the proteins only. The quantities of the amino acids 
differed much depending on sge groups* 
Lipid Bikd acid soluble i^iosphorus increased with the 
age of the fish but the inorganic and ester phosphorus fractions 
did not show any particular pattern of change. 
Crude fat, crude extract and water solubles were present 
in a larger amount in the older fishes. Crude fat was found to 
be Inversely related to noisture content* The regression lines 
of crude fat and moisture relationship of different age groups 
are as followsi 
T « 18.2016 * 0.160 X (for males) 
r » 11.3900 . 0.138 X (for females) 
•» S "» 
Tho oavlromaentnl Influences find cloar ospresslon in 
teres of chcnseo In tho Mocheolccl constituents of tho cant of 
£• punotRtjap* fbo Mochemicol eoQpoaltlon of the fish I s not the 
oeae ot eny two periods of the yeas? varying i^th the season. 
the deoreaee observed in the to ta l nitrogen anS im»tein 
nitrogen <3urlng the period l%f to September, could be due to th» 
stresses of spa^ailni; ta^ileh talces place (during th i s period. The 
non-protein n i t r ^ o n and amino nitrogen concentrations nnd the 
Qlbusdn content wsrOf hoimver, observed to Inorocse during the 
spawning period. 
fhe 17 a'3ino r d d s , nr-ned previously, vere recorded in 
the seasonal studies but the occurence of the individur»l 
aalno acid irfas also susceptible to great seasonal dl^'ferences. 
Ilost of the protein*bound and free eiiino acids were found to 
be depleted durii^ the spasming period. Soae of the peptide 
bound amino aoids such as lysine, arginine, h i s t ld lne , leucine 
and valine vera present during the greater part of the year 
iMle others were eitixer present in traces or were completely 
absent. 
The concentration of phosphorus fractions w^s observed 
to decrease greatly during nhe spawning period. The l ip id 
phosphorus was an exception for i t was observed to Increifse In 
the sane period. 
. 4 -
The onset of the breeding (spanning) senson vns also 
acoorDpanied by a f a l l In crude extract and crude fa t content 
and an Increase in uater solubles and i^ls ture content* 
Depletion of to ta l nitrogen, protein nltrc^en and 
consequently of the crude end pure protein, ijhosphorus 
fractions and crude fat and an Increase In the amount of 
non»protcln and amino nitrogen pointed to lo'^er n^tabolic 
act ivi ty of the fishes during the breeding period* 
The intensi ty of feeding and the avai labi l i ty of food in 
various seasons was found to have marked influence on the 
biochemical composition of the fish* IXtring the iKsrlods of 
intensive feeding namely, in the nionths of October and November 
and in Iifarch and April t o t a l nitrogen and protein nltrc^en and 
consequently the crude and pure protein content increased 
considerably* On the contrary the amounts of non-protein 
nitrogen and amino nitrogen were observed to have decreased* 
This indicated a higher ra te of metabollsra in the body of the 
fish vi th the result thnt more and u^ r^e amino acids got 
incorporated Into protein thereby making the non»proteln 
nitrogen and amino nitrogen levels low* /ilburnln fraction also 
decreased during the intensive periods. Changes in a'nlno i^cids 
did not vary according to a set pattern. 
iQ.1 the phosphorus fractions except l ip id phosphorus 
increased during the feeding period. 
•» c •> 
Crude extract and erade fat also Inerensed yihil9 vater 
eolubXes and moletare contents decreased* Hegression lines of 
emde fat and n»l6ture relationship in the sensonitl stndies f^ re 
B.& f o l l o w s ! 
Y a ©.aMO - 0»119 21 (for f^les) 
Y B 14,642^ - O.ISO X (for fonelos) 
A coaparatlVQ study of tho imut of some froslswator fish 
opocioQ revealed that total nitrogen^ protein nitrogen, crude 
protein end pare |)rotein ^©re present in isa:^ ca2a asiKnmts in 
Jl* jTfifl^ jL^ t^ p and in mlnimia amwmts in ||. yJL,IB.to* ion-protein 
end amino nitrogen values %?ero highest in k* yo^ta and JT. ^^^sp%},}.fi 
m& lovest in |§» vitt^^a. yabinin content was highest in |t. ypl^ J^ f, 
aaiscle glohulin in £• my^p^a and residual intracellular protein 
in il* SSiSsma,* lowest amotznts of altmmin ai^ ssiscle glotmlin 
iiwre found in J« vitt^tytp which contained the highest arsount of 
strona protein* Residual intracellular protein and stroma protein 
contents vere lowest in amount in j |* jjjjQi and *^ jgp,3pi^ i,y 
mspectively. Low stroma protein content of fish i^at when 
co«pared to the neat of catties indicates that fish eieat i s store 
delicious and tender. 
In al l 17 aaino acids were found to be present in the 
nisole protein and in the exogenous system of the seat of the 
fishes investigated* veide varintiona in antounts of lysine, arglnine 
m> Q » 
and leucine vere found amongst different apeoiet. 
&)organio phosphorus was richest In ^. attu and p.punctatuf 
and poorest In J . yittatus. Ester phosphorus did not show rsueh 
difference from on spocles to another. 2» mnetatusT J^ . atylatfts, 
!(• ^^tu and C. ^a|?ur were tho best sources of ecld soluble 
phosphorus while lipid phosiSiorus was found In high aiBounts in a l l 
tho fish species except in 0, mnotRtua md jj. yittRtua. 
Crude extract did not reveal wide varietlons in different 
species* Highest crude fat content was found in a, pi%pi and 
£• m%%U Q»fi lowest in JJ., sUJjal^, Water solubles were 
exceptionally high In ^. SJJsliJaa* t^isture content was found 
to be low in J . foppijLjLp and g. attu and coraparatively higher 
values were obtained in |1» yittatus. Regression line of the crude 
fat and moisture relationship in the muscle of sosw freshwater 
fishes i s as followsi 
Y e 4»43 • 0.048 X (for nales and females comblnedl 
Total nitrogen-protein nitrogen (TN/^) relationship and 
albumin-ouscle globulin (VO) relationship in a l l the above studies 
were found to be more than 0*9 and less than 0*6 respectively* 
if XSMJcft v(^ 9 <>A exception as in this fish A/Q relationship was 
found to be slightly higher than 0*6* 
The liiportance of this biochemical work in this country 
has already been emphasised in the earlier part of the thesis* 
Any work connected with the biochemistry of fishes i s vi tal to 
•» Y •> 
nutritionists and dietitians* It is unfortunate that no completo 
and detailed account is available on the biochemical composition 
of north Indian freshwater fishes* In the light of the importance 
of the work end the paucitjr of literature on the subject| 
prQCtioally all the observations presented in this thesis can be 
claimed to be orioinal* 
fhe euthor hopes that the work presented here will add to 
the linovledge of the biochemistry of the fishes from the academic, 
&s well osf from the practical viewpoints of nutrition c^ nd dietetics* 
Heedless to say, similar work on other important fish species of 
India whether marine, estuarine or freshwater is greatly needed* 
